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Controversy
lingers overgroup funds
by Erin Ghere
STAFF WRITER

Although preliminary steps were
· taken several months,ago, a financial
decision made by Gene Gilchrist,
vice president of Academic Affairs,
and

Student

Government ' has

recently affected some members of
the university community.

Student Government's budget for
organization programming is the
amount of $50,000 spread amongst
240 organizations. $32,398 was
given to 236 of the organizations.
Four organizations, Hmong
Student Association, Council of
African
American
Students,
Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de
Aztlan (MEChA); and First People
i-eceived the other $17,702 for their

Students w-ant fair deal
by Shawn Neudauer
MANAGING E~ITOR

Student Government passed a resolution last
week which, asks the state legislature to either
allow SCSU proportional representation in the
Minnesota State University Student Association
or to allow them leave MSUSA.
Minnesota State law 136F.22 reads that all
state universities must belong to MSUSA But
Student Government leaders feel the law is
unfair for SCSU students.
The resolution outlines the proposal sent to
the legislature. It reads in part, " ... the students of
SCSU pay approximately $100,000 a· year to

MSUSA which is nearly one-third of the total
MSUSA budget ... each state university has
equal voting privileges in the MSUSA
organization."
This means SCSU has only one-seventh of a
vote in MSUSA even though it provides roughly
30 percent of the MSUSA budget. The money
SCSU pays MSUSA comes from the students.
Each student pays 17 cents a credit to belong to
MSUSA

A later portion of the resolution asks. the
legislature to allow each university the option.of
continuing membership in MSUSA.
Christy Hovanetz, Student Government
president said she does not want SCSU to leave

MSUSA

"It's not about leaving," she said. "It's about
equal representatio~. St. Cloud has five times as
many students as Southwest State, Wipona,
Moorhead or Metro State."
State Representative Joe Opatz, Dist. 16A, is
representing SCSU at the Capitol in St. Paul and
he agrees with Hovanetz.
'"Th_e idea one would be forced to belong to
an organization they didn't want to belong to is
a little· hard to take," Opatz said. "We lthe
legislators] understand the idea of one person,
one Vote."

Go 10 MSUSA, PAGE 5 •

TAKING A STAND ON RACISM

programs.
Although only last Thursday
Student Government changed their
finance policies for the remainder of

the year to a11ow easier access to
funds for other organizations, the
to §.llocate the.money to these

i-;,,,,;_,...,...,_i.boeniljscussedJor
months.
Representatives of a few of these
organizations spoke with Gilchrist
about their concerns at the
beginning of the summer. A meeting
with
Student
Government
representatives was then arranged.
The meeting was held early in
the summer between Gilchrist,
members of Student Government
and
representatives
of the
organizations. At the meeting, the
issue of funding for cultural events
was discussed.
Student
Government
has
been facing deficits recentl}' and in
an attempt to relieve·those, it started
all organizations with no funds this · Shane Opatr/PHOTO EDfl"OR
yeac.
Clyde Bellecourt, active member of the American Indian Movement spoke Tuesday morning at a Student Coalition Against Racism

Go ro FUNDS, PAGE 5.,.

sponsored speak out. This year is the 30th anniversary of AIM. See story, Page 3.

Faculty request arbitration from MnSCU
by Sarah Tieck
DIVERSIONS EDITOR

The Inter Faculty Organization • will
present their request for binding arbitration to
the Minnesota State Colleges and
Universities Board ofTrustees.
"We have not seen the actual request yet,"
said Linda Kohl, vice chancellor for public
affairs at MnSCU, this morning.
She said this step was still pretty much
nonnal for the negotiating process. She said
as soon as MnSCU's negotiators received the
request, they would consider it and respond
accordingly.
'The mood is pretty gloomy," said Bill
Langen, proTessor of foreign language,
commenting on the feeling of SCSU's
faculty.
He said . Morris J. Anderson, the
chancellor of MnSCU sent a letter on Jan.
14 to· all faculty membe.rs. In it he said

they are valued and important, however, provide, then a neutral third party should
MnSCU is unable to · fulfill their salary agree and receive support.
request.
This action follows a
"Our response is, if
long
period
of
MnSCU can't do it
►►
unsuccessful
now, when they're just
..
negotiations between
wallowing in money,
state university faculty
~~;e~ans~~: ~~tii1~~

We have ait
:~%s:;culty have institut,ion here at St.
~~~:t~~fact~~~e~i th ;~~
Cloud State that is
MnSCU's
actions
unique.

·: ~otiators.

~~~~~

::mbe~he hav!acu~~

~~me t~ean af:~c~~

package and there is
during the negotiating
also a dispute over the
process.
Jim Pehler
language
of
Langen explained
FACULTY ASSOCIATION PRESIDENT the contracts. MnSCU
the faculty's request - - - - - - - - - - wants to be able to hire
for arbitration has
more adjunct, or pancome because they want MnSCU . to stand time, faculty members.
behind the offer they have made. He said if
This move would eliminate some benefits
this offer is as good as MnSCU is able to and other expenses which accompany full-

time and tenured faculty.
"What its talking about i,s degrading the
quality of individuals that are~teaching," said
Jim Pehler Faculty Association president and
a piofessor in learning resources and
information media.
Pehler said faculty members have put

!

:~e ad~~;;~r wo;~n~=io~0 h;~~:s: 00

;~~~~s wi~i:~st~e

~~1:~:;;sis i:o~~;;

on.,'The more pan-time and adjunct people
you put in, there's no people to do the work,"
Pehler said.
According to Pehler, MnSCU's approach
to administration and state universities is to
design a curriculum which trains students for
a specific job, so employees do not have to
deal with this task.
------------

Go TO STRIKE, PAGE 3 •
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Representatives from all seven state services for women, a presentation on
. universities will be in Mankato. Rep. Jo!l J:H)liticaJ backlash against abortion providers,
Dom, DFL-Mankato, Rep. _Ruth Johnson, · and a film series on abortion issues.
DFL-St. Peter, Margaret Healy, Mankato
State vice president of Student Affairs, and
Walt Wolf, Mankato State admissions

MSUSA conference to
be held at Mankato
State University
Mankato State University . will hold this

month's Minnesota State University Student
Association Presidential Board of Directors

meeting.

scsu

An
Student Government delegation
will attend, led by president Christy ·
Hovanetz, who is currently pushing to gjw

director: will be the featured speakers.

Women's Center
remembers Roe vs.
Wade court.decision

Telemark Skiing clinic
6 p.m. at POwder Ridge.

'Slingblade'
7 p.m. in Atwood Little
Theatre'. "Slingb.lade" will
also be §~9y.,i,:ig at the
same time on Friday,
Saturday and Sunday.

TUESDAY
'Food & Gliss' .
8 p.m. in The Quarry.
"Food & Gliss~ plays as the
Spotlight of the Week.

WEDNESDAY
Women on Wednesday
Noon in South.Voyageur
room of Atwood Memorial
Center.

Announcements
spring quarter registration
begins Monday at 8 a.m.
Spring schedules are
currently available in the
Administrative Services
building.

To submit information for the
events. calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498.

The chainnan of the. House State
Government Finance Committ~ . Tom
Rukavina. DFL-Virginia. is not backing the
events center, but that does not mean the idea is
dead.
Student Government recently passed a
resolution backing the events center. Also, local
leaders are working to get the $50 million
center built that would host numerous area
events, including some SCSU events. Gov.
Arne Carlson backs the idea of the state paying
for half of the project, on the con~ition that the

to all freshmen and sophomores at SCSU as
soon as spring quarter.
Through the Hope Scholarship tax credit,
which is for all first- and second-year
students, the credit will cover the first $1500
of out-of-pocket expenses for qualified tuition
and required fees. The credit is available to
any student whose family income is $80,000
or less.
The Hope credit went into effect Jan. \.
Expenses J)aid in 1998 can be claimed on
1998 tax returns filed in 1999.

STATE & NATION BRIEFS

WHAT'S
TODAY

SL Cloud community foot the bill for the
other half of the funds.

Substantial'tax credit
Major legislative
available for first- and .
player not in favor of
second-year students
events center project
A new $1,500 tax credit will be available

SCSU the right to decide whether or not to be
a part of MSUSA.
To mark the Roe vs. Wade court · case
According to Hovanetz, the main issue · regarding abortion, the Women's Center is
being discussed at this weekend's meeting SpPnsoring numerous events throughout the
will be the Federal Lobbying Trip agenda, At day.
.
least six SCSU students will be going on the
A panel of community members talked
lobbying trip to Washington, D.C., on twO about the history of the court case, followed
separate trips. between March 6 _and March by a panel of health care providers and a
15.
consumer discussin~ reproductive health

HAPPENING
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Idaho teacher to Missing person
become next
found dead in
civilian astronaut trunk of car in
Barbara Morgan, a teii.cher from impoundJot

Garden City, Idaho, ·announced
Tuesday she is changing careers for
temporarily, as she attempts to join
a crew of astronauts on the space
shuttle. "u
NASA has been in the news a lot
lately, as . they announced John
Glenn, the first person to orbit the
Earth, will go into space again at
age 77, and Morgan will become
the first mission specialist-educator.
She expects to begin basic
astronaut training by August.

INIIIsTORY...

32

YFAR5 AGO••:

Acting President Robert H. Wick
asked for $14 million from the 1967
legislature to provide facilities for an
estimated enrollment ofalmost 9,000
full-time students by 1970.
In a report to the Legislative
Building Commission; Wick asked
for an education building, art
building, companion structure to the
physical education building, married
student housing, closed-circuit
television
and
supplemental
appropriations for a fine arts building
and a new library.
Dr. Wick told the commission
that if present trends continue, St
Cloud's enrollm~nt will increase to
11,870 by. _1975. Enrollment in the
fall of 1965 was 5,668, which was .i
24-percent increase over 1964.
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death as a homicide.
Teta, whose daughter, Alicia,
will tum two next month, was last
seen Dec. 19 '?'hen a male friend
drove her to Prior Lake to see her
fonner boyfriend and the father of
her daughter, Lemke said.

!~~~~~~~~~: Clinton faces ,
they
tho- more accusations

Ter?":asmf~~h
he, mothe, tha1
]!ad found
22-y.ear-old woman from;.;,h,lew .. · ~t ~
r,<J1L, ~It
.
_
Auburn, Minn.
In a statemenl by Press Secretary
. W~da Lemke knew that the Mike McCuny, President Clinton is
situation was as she had feared outraged at accusations that he had
when the first words the officer an improper relationship with a
uttered were, "We are sorry." The fonner White House intern.
next word Lemke remembers
The fonner intern, Mo.nica S.
hearing was "dead."
. Lewinsky, 24, denied she ever had a
Authoriti~s had found Teta.'s sexual relationship with the
fro~en body m the trunk of a car m President. But the bigger controversy
an impound lot.
lies in the rumor that Clinton paid her
Investigators are treating Teta's to take his side on the accusations.

Sweepstakes
group sued by
contestants
American Family Publishers
was sued by contestants who say
the leading magazine solicitor told
them they had won its sweepstakes
and then fail~ to pay otf.
~ :-Ametican "l'. Jiartti
senlf ~na
Brown
and
Daniel Gibby
sweepstakes solicitations- that
promised millions of dollars if.they
mailed entries to a Tampa address
before a deadline.
The two contestants' attorneys
asked the lawsuit be made a class
action, so thousands of other
recipients of the sweepstakes offers
could seek damage:s along with
them.
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SCAR invites AIM member !O speak out
ClydeBellecowt
addressed SCAR
speakout Tuesday
by Mandy Jackson
CO-NEWS EDITOR

Clyde Bellecourt, an active
member of the American Indian
Movement, was the first to talk at a

speakout sponsored by the Student
Coalition Against Racism

on

Tuesday.
Bellecourt, an Anishinabe from
the Crane clan, spoke about the
American Indian Movement and
his involvement in it: This year is
the 30th anniversary of AIM.
In the 1800s, American-Indian
culture and religion was outlawed

so that they could not speak their
language or use Indian names,
Bellecouri 11 explained. His own
mother was placed in a boarding
school where she was severely

,i.-, ~-~

punished for Speaking her native
language. She would not teach any
of her children her Indian.language.
Bellccourt's father died in 1954,
fighting for freedom.

civilizations,
Bellecourt
said. He said
many

CLYDE

t:~~an

do

BEU.Ed>Ultr , .:not1,hA.ve as
much pride
in their culture as they should
have because they were not taught
about these things in their
schools.
"If people knew these things
there might be more Indian people
here today (at the speakout),''

Shane Opatz/PHOTO EDfTOR

Senior Rodney Walker was part pl a crowd which gathered Tuesday in Atwood Memorial Center's East Lounge to listen and take
part in a campus speakout against racism. The speakout was sponsored by Student Coalttion Against Racism.
for every white child born, three
Bellecourt said.
Braves, tomahawk chops and Indian children didn't make it. The
war whoops are not real images of commission also found that 90
American Indians, and contribute to percent of the Indians . on
lowerini
their
self-esteem, reservations . were unemployed,
Bellecourt explained.
while 55 percent of those who were
"I haven't seen an Indian yet relocated to cities for work were
with war paint on their face,'' still unemployed. Also, 90 percent
Bellecourt said.
of the housing on the reservations
He said crucifixes would not be was substandard.
used and "Ave Maria" wo,i:1-ld not be
"Alcohol was the first type of
sung to personify Christians a(New ·ctiemical warfare used Jwre. in
Orleans Saints games.
America," Bellecourt said. He
A national commission studying said American Indians were alcohol
Indian conditions under the free before alcohol was brought to
Indian Bureau showed the sad but them by Europeans.
true conditions of American
The commission also found
Indians. Bellecourt helped with the suicide rate on the reservations
the commission in 1968.
was 17 times more than the rest
The commission found· that of
the
nation.
The

commission's fUldings were the
reasons for A.IM coming together.
Most of the natural resources in
the U.S. are on
AmericanIndian land. Ninety percent of all
the pure water in Minnesota is on
Anishinabe land in northern
Minnesota.
He explained that when land
treaties were originally signed,
Indians said they would give
their land as long as lheir -'peoj)le
were provided health, education
and welfare, and would keep
their hunting and fishing rights.
"We're willing to share. We've
always been that way," Bellecourt
said.
American
Indians
have
asked the government to live up to

Semester conversion to have little
effect on -life in residential halls
Prices tor room and board will be close to the same as this year
by Tyson Jahn

past school year.
"It's a whole different time for moving in for
students," said Assistant Director of Residential
Residential Life expects nQ changes in room Life Diane Schellinger. "Students will have the
and boa~d rates when SCSU switches to sameclassschedulesforalongerperiodoftime.
semesters next school year.
There will be less breaks, but then again there will
"There probably won't be a rate increase next be a four-week break."
year," said Michael
According to Hayman,
Hayman, director of
the meal plans will stay the
Residential
Life.
same as they are now on a
"We're not planning an
quarterly basis, but they will
increase, unless fixed
be adjusted to fit into
costs go up. That would
.semesters.
include maybe a phone
'The meal plans will
and cable expense to go
meet
the appropriate
up by only a few
changes to fit semester
dollars."
conversion," Hayman said.
Hayman said there
'1f you have 60 meals per
probably will not be a
quarter, ~hey will be
change in attendance at
Michael
Hayman
.
converted · into . 90 per
SCSU due to semester
DIRECTOR
OF
RESIDENTIAL
LIFE
semester."
conversions and that
Hayman has said the
residential contracts
semester conversion also
will not change for
will not affect those students living in the dorms
returning students.
1
"I anticipate no major change," Hayman said. this summer.
''Thereshouldn'tbeanymajorchangesduring
"Returning students will receive a term contract,
the
summer,"
Hayman
said.
like they did this year and new students will sign
Recently, a letter was sent to students living in
annual contracts."
· The residence halls will open on Aug. 20 the residence halls about the cost comparison of
next fall, instead of Labor Day weekend like this students staying in the donns next year compared
STAFF WRITER

Ibe meal plans will
meet the appropriate
changes to fit
semester conversion.

to off-campus living. Living in the residence halls
next year will approximately cost $1500, which
includes 21 mea1s per week, plus $30 on each
person's ideritification card, but according to
Schellinger, there's more to the hall than the
cost
'This kind of opportunity doesn't happen later
in life for students," Schellinger said. "This is an
opportunity to live with 40 other people. Living
on campus is also accessible and it has been
proven that students have more academic success
living on campus than off campus."
Schellinger also mentioned that there is a
sign-uptoreturniotheresidencehallsonFeb.10.
'There are many benefits that will given out to
students who return to the halls," Schellinger
said. "If two returners sign up to live together,
they will get to use a microfridge for the entire
1998-'99 year. There is also a summer discount
for those who want to live in the halls, plus
optional meal plans."
Schellinger said there are more benefits to
living on campus, including parking spaces near
campus, single-room requests . and summer
storage for lofts and carpets.
'There are even more benefits, Ix.it nothing
compares to the experience you will receive
living in the halls," Schellinger said. 'There are
also so many Opportunities for leadership and
work on campus."

the promises made in treaties. In
1972, the Twenty Point Solution
paper was taken to Washington,
DC,
explaining
how
the
government could live up to their
obligations to the American-Indian
people. AIM took over the Bureau
of Indian Affairs and held it for nine
days.
A.IM members met with two of
Prefident ~c~~t;,lixo'!:s ~dvisors
but made little prog:ress, and
eventuillfy left Waslilngtorl in
two Ryder trucks filled with 40 tons
of records, with a police escort out
of the city, Bellccourt said.

Go TO SPEAKOUT, PAGE S•

Strike PAGE 1
However, he suggested the
difference between a two-year
technical college experience and a
four-year university was the
development of critical thinking
skills and the ability to be versatile
in a number of different job
applications.
"We have an institution here at
St. Cloud State that is unique,''
Pehler said, noting_ the diverse
offerings and accredited programs.
Pehler also noted some
important selling and pride points
for SCSU are the small number of
large classes as well as the
professors' presence and role within
the classroom experience.
Unlike some universities, SCSU
professors teach their own classes students get more personal
attention. He said to keep the
quality of education offered nigh,
the faculty must also be of nigh
caliber.
What if the request for
arbitration is refused?
'The possibility of a strike vote
is very distinct," he said.
Langen noted and emphasized
the necessary polling and opinion
collecting had not been done to
determine if there is enough support
to pursue a strike. However, he said
there are no new negotiation
sessions scheduled in the future.

·'"'
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Pink Triangle program creates ~afe place
.Organization plans
week dedicated to
diversity and family
by Julia Peterson
Assoc/ATE EDITOR

This week was scheduled to celebrate the
annual Bisexual Gay Lesbian Awareness

~':,~~I tlie ~~~
(fonnerly
Lesbian
Gay
Bisexual
Transgender group) fa
re-scheduling
BGLAD for the week
of Man:h 30 to April

based on their ethnicity," Miller said
''Because of their ethnicity and sexual
orientation they couldn't be comfortable
anywhere," Sammons explained. ''That's
why we concentrate on diversity (in Lambda)
to support them and to educate."
Sammons and Miller said diversity and
family are the main targets for the BGLAD
celebration.
Miller said when BGLAD started in 1987
·it was open to everyone to celebrate, not just

..
--

St. <loud State is

3· Tiffinie Miller and

beco,ning a place to
feel safe.

Heather SammoRS are

Tlffinle Miller

:c'ua~n~i;::g:

GRADUATE ASSISTANT

Resource
Center,
formerly the Lesbian
.
Gay Bisexual Transgender Resource Center.
They have begun tentative pl_anning for
the week, and in the meantime are GObtinuing
to work for the center, which includes a
speakers' bureau, safe space training and
many other methods of education.
"St. Cloud State is becoming a place to
feel safe," Miller said. "We used to have six
people at our meetings.· Now we have about
25 to 30," she added.
Miller said so l!lany little things
have helped change the atmosphere. These
include professors taking safe space
training and including diversity in their
curriculums. .
.
·
1'Students were coming to us 53.ying they
weren't comfortable in other student groups

,:~ho~

~:, tlie
community.
·''J find exhilarating
the amount of allies
we have on campus
and
in
the
commuru1y,"

s~~~~
calling

are

eterso

supportive

::;ua~l1!':1: !~
0

April I to 3 in Atwood
Memorial
Center.
They
are
also
tentatively planning a panel of speakers from
Parents and FrieTlds of Lesbians and Gays.
They explained many members · of
Lambda have lost their biological families, so
they . Create one among their frien~s
here.
Sammons and Miller hope io have parents
and their children as pan of the panel.
They are also hoping to find someone to
speak from a religious perspective. Sammons
said, surprisingly, there are many churches
that are welcoming to gays, lesbiam and
transgenders in St. Cloud.
To combat the myth that there is no
homophobia on campus.. they want to display
records of graffiti found on campus.

:4ssociA.1E EDffOR

Tilllnle Miller (left) and Heather "Grover" Sammons are the graduate assi•tants
at the Pink Triangle Resource Center in the basement of ·the Women's Center.
They said they are planning a big event
which they cannot reveal yet for April 3,
but at the end of ttle ~eek, Friday
evening SCSU alumna Joanie Reckard and
the band the IDs will be playing from
8 p.m. to midnight in the Atwood
Brickyard.
Miller and Sam~ are both first-year
graduate
students
in
the
social
responsibility program. They were hired
fall quarter to replace Taryn Mack, the
former graduate as.sistant
They explained they _have a faculty
advisory .board that sets some of the goals
and guidelines for Lambda aild the Pink
Triangle Resoun:e.Center.
''One area they wanted to see improved

was out visibility," Miller said.
"With two people we. can get more
involved," Sammons said.
Their ideas in working with Lambda seem
to overflow into .their plans for
BGLAD "".CCk. especially with the theme of
diversity.
·
"We're trying to really tap into diversity of .
the community," Sammons said. She
said they are trying to illustrate the
intersection of diversity wi~in people's
lives.
"We try to illustrate you don't have to be
tom, we try to bring out the diversity in our
own group," Sammons said.

Senior Week f~es on donation program
by Kristin Albrecht
Co:NEWS EDITOR

Sara Kirk/STA.FF PHOTOGRAPHER

Jane tiilger, president of ·wilger Image Development in
Minneapolis, spoke to students Wednesday in a workshop titled
, "Image is Everything" in the Atwood Little ~eatre. The
workshop emphasized proper etiquette, grammar arid attire to
be worn to an interview.

Seniors of SCSU are being
asked to become invol\led in their
peers education by committing 10 a
donation program, the focus of
Senior Week.
Senior Week includes ·events
~that .help with graduation and job
searches. Because of the Martin
Luther King, ~r. holiday Senior
Week started Tuesday ·
A booth is setup in Atwood
Memorial Center . • that gives
students a chance to learn about and
sign up for the Senior Pledge
Program.
·
'The Senior Pledge Program is a .
chance fOr students to give back to . Students in preparation_for Senior _Week listed reasons why
~ university," said senior Mike
seniors should -pledge before graduation.
Kohler, co-chairman of the pick up clues that aren't seniors," booths included The Write Place
program. "Senior Week is a chance Wachowiak said."Maybe they will where students could pick up
to increase awarene~ and it lets remember the program when they resume and cover letter tips.
people be responsible."
are seniors."
'
During the Senior Social the
The program is a campaign to
The hunt is open to all students ·"Image is Everything - How to
promote SCSU pride and tnsure and as of Wednesday afternoon the Control Yours" workshop was held
high quality education through medallion still wasn't found. in an almost full Atwood Little
donations to the SCSU Foundation. Koheler said the person who finds Theatre. Jane Wilger, owner of
Each graduating senior is being the medallion will receive more Wilger Image Development, gave
asked to make a pledge for future than $250 in prizes. These prizes til)s on business etiquette.
gifts to SCSU.
include a duffel bag, coupo,_ns. and
Wachowiak said Senior Week
"I think donating to the gift certificates.
has been successful so far and
university is one thing students
The·Senior Pledge Kickoff was -people have been participatffig.
·should do," said senior Erin held Tuesday in the South Voyageur They are looking for volunteers for
Wachowiak, co-chairman of Senior Room in AMC. Kohlei- said there next year and want to get students
Pledge Week. "Students can also was a dinner and alumni spoke excited about the program.
say where there money should go. about the imJX>rtancc of staying
"It's a chance to give people
They can pledge to specific ,; ·connected to the university.
something to think about. but it also
departments or to Residential Life
A Senior Social was held in the is alot of fun," Wachowiak said. "I
-or the Women's Center .fOr Atwood Little Theatre Lounge liketoseeour workpayingoff."
&ample."
on Wednesday. This was a chance
- Any students interested in
· Also at the Senior Week booth for students . to learn about the dona ling to the Senior Pledge
students can pick up clues for a Senior Pledge Program and visit Program can contact the A-Jumni
mC?,~~o~~~;\ven had students

~=:

ai;irRef~:~~~~-~~~~

Foundation Center at 255~3177.
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Organizations proposed their budgets,
which were agreed upon last year, to be their
starting funds. In addition, they could request

• Ahmad said, "The moO:; was n9t given
to Minorjty -Student f)-ogratll5. It is the
students' · money that · is OCing liandled.
through the office. It's their' programmiQg
money.''

.
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problems."
· organizations ha~e been 'allocated_si o,902.
,
According to Be Vang, president of the Without trave1 ·expe~s. last year the gfuups
Hmong 'Y Student r -Association, • the were alkicated $18,300.
organizations. were tirect;of .t\Sking S~dent
"All the other organizations are up~t and
Government for _mone'y.
it's just about the unequal distribution of

bee~~~~t~i:~e~;:~~;:1:~te~_: : M~'l:... w~~rit~a::. .by CAAS and funds,"_Han5onsaid. Tro~bley a~ded: "I
money because the intent was never to make , "We were just thrown in
••
think there i_s a lot of
it difficult.
·
because CA.AS knew we
-tension ,between the
'1 am not necCSSarilY upset by what were fn a similar
cultural minority groups
who
, feel
they' re
proposed budgets. The limit WI\S set at $1,000 happened, but first, it should have been more situation. We asked Vice
· public, · and second, it gives those President
Gilchrist
discriminated against in
per organiiation for programming costs.
Student
the way money -is .
Accorcling to Shahzad Ahmad, director of organizations an unfair advantage," said Amy because ~·
alloca~. And they don't ·
Minority
Student
Programs,
these Hanson, vicefinancechairwomanforStudent GQvernment is only
organizations have received large·amounts ·of
towi:~~!
money in the past for their projects and were Go~~Ts:~~lly these groups h~: put on '
conce~ the_re would be a lack of funding
!~,~~1;~:r~:l~:\1::v~~n:~ ~ebea=~~lt
problems. :c,e:;,nantly. white, ~r
' for their projects this year.
throughtheprocedures We didn't feel that we
Gene.Gilchrist .
"Yis, Ithinkit'sarace
The amount that was decided upon at the

programming funds.
1bere was a limit set on the. amount
organizations could receive outside of their

ftc:1~ ~~;t;i::

=

meeting ,for cultural programming was

~:s~:he-t~-ne~
upsetting people."
Trombley said he
found ·· it odd the
organization
didn~t
think they'd receiVe
funding.
·
"We have always

$ t7, 702..According to Gilchrist, this is half of

the amount allocated foe cultural programs in
the-past. The funds Were·then transfened to
Minority Srudent Programs to be held for~ .
organii.ations.
_ ~
. Gilchrist said the funds are not intended
solely for these four organizations.
..There are four organizations that believe
this money is assigned to them. These are
organizations _that represent domestic
minority people and som:: of them came to
speak with lJlC," he said.
• Student GovemlTlent .representatives and
Ahmad said the money is intended to "go to
these four groups.
' "I wanted to givelhem ·some funds to get
them going and have some planning money,"
Gilchrist said. "We were trying to solve tWo
very legitimate management issues." '
Matt TromQley, fee _allocatiOn chainnan
for Student Government said, "I think Gene's
intent was to make sure that the money was
there for these cultural events.," 'the idea.
behind presenting the requests to us is that
people doing programs get a fair chance to do
programs that benefit.the people on campus."

MSUSA

::u;!t:

G~E · ~w!,~, h/=
GILCHRIST · ''I understand becau_se •
of cutting budgets how they might have
wondered but I don't think in the pasty~ we
have ever voted down·a Cultural event."
"'
It's Gilchrist's responsibility to' manage
the money at this universi!)'/' Trombley said.
"We have , more control over our student
activity fees than any other school in the state,
in my opinion. But Gene has the final say and
99.5 percent of the time he goes with our
recommeri.dation."
'
,.
'
Arpy Nord, a menber of Student
Govennnent's-fee aJlocation committee, said
'The issue isn'.t that Gene took the money.
It's tha! they (the four organizations) went to
him and made .him deal with it. We looked
~ke children who couldn't solve our oWO

Racistn, ~exisn,, .
bo'!n<>Phobia,. W:--e
baVe got to solve · ~~:;;:~
tbes~

=~::

~i!

t~ {6!~y e~i~
VK:E PRESIDENT OF
i;:'~se :;e~ we
year," Vang said.
Ai:>MiN1SlRATIVE AFFAIRS
our ineetinf, one of -the
In support~ of this,
representatives of 1he ·
Ahmad said, '1bese are the groups which domestic ,minority organizations said 'we
have traditionally raised.these concerns.'' ·
don't want to have to ask masf,er for money.'
He said the four groups which received It wasn't a race issue in a bad way. It was
the money are the four groups which spoke about programming money and the domestic
Up.
minority students getting_ theirs. And this is

!

bud:~y~ ~:~t °Js~~w:t\:s
guaranteed. The organizations funded by the
$17,702 will -each be allocated their budget
and guaranteed about $3,800.
_For 1996-'97-:--the four groups received a
total of $22,300 including their initial
proposed budgets, according to Roger
Struthers, Student Government finance
chainnan.
This amount included $4,000 for travel
expenses which are not needed for the current
school year. A new finance J)Olicy for this
year states that Student Government will not
fund travel. ·
,
Ttie total budget for these groups, with the
exception of First People because they .did
not .submit a budget, is·$2,300. The $17,702
is in addition to the budgets. Altogether, the

ho~Ie~:i:::e~ i~t the process. and
that it would _t_ake a little longer, rather than
knciwirig,the money was thefe and spending
the time working on the programs," Ahrriad
said. "We as.an institution need to ensure that
there are iesources available because that is
our commitment to minority students."
1be university has niade a commitment
and in the past five to six years has worked
very hard on issues of cµltural diversity,
Gilchrist said '_'We have made progo:ss, but
weneedtomakemore,': hesaid.
"Racism, sexism, homophobia We have
got to solve these· problems. We can't wait
any longer," Gilchrist said.
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only o~ wiih"; ;:., and trips lo ~ late C.Y,Jtol. But
grievance in this matter. The he did admit that the universities
Mankato State University Student themselves had to pay for the trips
Government is expected to debate to the state capitol. And even
a similar resolutiOJJ this week. though MSUSA does subsidize
MSU Qas only 2,000 less students four students from each school for
than. SCSU and according· to the trip to Wash!ngton D.C.,
Francis Klinker, MSUSA state Hovanetz pointed out there are 45
chainnan and MSU senior, students involved.. in student
togethec the two schools represent government at SCSU. The largest
nearly 70 percent of the MSUSA body in the state uni\'ersity
budget. But Klinker doesn't system. She said SCSU should
necessarily -agree with Hovanetz.
have more representation because
"I don't think allowing the . of the larger number of members.
campus university associations
Rep. · Opatz said if MSU
the option of not belonging is ·a decided to pass a similar
good ide.I," Klinker said. "I think resolution the Legislature would
the ·state organization {MSUSA] have to take the whole matter
has more ability to do things the more seriously.
campus organizations can't."
"If 50 percent or more of the
As examples of• the things students got behind this thing
MSUSA.could do for universities, we'd [the Legislature] would have
Klinker pointed out the annual to look at it more closely," he said.
lobbying trip to Washington D.C.
Klinker said SCSU did get

Speakout

ilie

equal · representation at
Delegates Assembly in the spring.
This assembly calls togetherrepresentatives from all ·, the
universities to make changes to
the MS USA · constitution and to
make changes to committee
platforms. SCSU has eight
representatives at the assembly
while most have four or less.
Hovantez agreed SCSU had
equal representation at - the
assembly but added that any
changes_the assembly makes still
must go back to MSUSA for ,
approval.
"The
seven
university
presidents have to ·okay any
changes the asse,mbly makes," she
said.
.
Klinker ~oes not oppose
changes to the law.
''If they want to change and
everyone agrees, I'm in favor of

~t;• Klinfersaid. "Although I'm ,
sure the smaller schools would
like to, for lack of a better phrase,
protect their interests too. It's all
about democracy."
Hovantez said if SCSU
couldn't get equal representation
in the MSUSA, Student
Government would consider
passing a resolution ·which would
reduce the amount SCSU students
pay to the MSUSA.
If all else fails Hovanetz said
Student
Government
may
consider legal action .in the form
of a lawsuit against the MSUSA.
"I really don't think it wouJd
come to that but at least they
would see how serious we are and
it would open more diaJogue," she
said. 'That's what we really w.ant,
more dialogue."
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Afterwards"the gove~ent warned against guilty of using 'illegi_il force and illegal search
Indians gathering to riot and protest. J. Edgar and seizure, Bellecourt said.
This year is the 25th anniversary of
Hoover devised operations to bring down
.groups like AIM, including Operation Chaos, Wounded Knee IL A celebration open to all
devised to incite blacks to kill blacks -and people will be held -oil February 27 at, the .
Pinewood Reservation.
Indians to kill Indians.
·Rob Callahan, acting .co-chair of First
In 1973, Wounded Knee II happened.
People fighting for Indian rights spent the People, said he though! the tTlostimportant part
night at the reservation that held 54 families of Betlecourt's' $J)CCCh was he emphasized the
• and seven churches in a peaceful occupation of important things'-AIM did that benefited
Indian land 1be next morning everyone awoke American Indians as well as other groups.
The mainWeam media has portrayed AIM
to tanks and soldiers from all branches of the
armed forces outside the walls -of Wounded as militant, 9aJlahan said. "It was a spiritual
movement"
Knee, Bellecourt said
Callahan said he . thought tlie . things
On Christmas morning, women and
children were massacred. They did not w~t to Bellecourt spoke about were things students
leave their home. There was fighting between needed to hear. ''To bear it from someone
1he men in-side and the soldiers outside who's been through it ailds some credibility to
Wounded Knee. Men were killed on both it."
~ '1t's tragic to hear how often this has to be
sides.
The government was eventually (ound repeated and it's still not heard," said

Geoffrey :fabakin, a professor in teal:her
development
· ·
Tabakin said there needs to be more
speakouts. "We're loosing sight of~ little ~s ~:;
being done. People need to speak about ·
it."
' Shahzad Ahmad, director of Minority
Student Programs said, "I think personally we
need to have more diaJogues in any fonn." He .
said speakouts and panel "discussions are
·useful.
''Each-one of us has to stand up. !lnd be
heard," Tab.akin said. •
.
Bellecourt works for the Peacemaker
Center in the Twin Cities. The center deals
with gang problems concerning ~merican
Indians.
"He goes and tells them what being a
warrior is aJI about,"_Callahan said. B.ellecourt
tells them being a warrior does not include
carrying a gun.

. . C opy editor
. . C&reer

&

M one~ ~ it or

.. Staff writers·
P.Or more inf'ormat.ion or to
apply, oall · 266~3"0 or ~■ top
by Stewart Ball room 1.3.
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Crime victims' rights not to be forgotten
New concepts in
dealing with crime
victims' rights unveiled
Cathy Houdek
STAFF WRITER

Two 8dvocates for crime victims' rights
spoke at noon on Wednesday in the' South

Voyageur Room in Atwood Memorial Center.
Cathy Copa, a legal advocate for the St.
Cloud Intervention Prograin and Audrey

Westergrcn, victim's assistance coordinator
for Steams County, spoke for the Women on
Wednesday

series

sponsored

by The

Women's Center.The presentation was titled, 'The Balance

of Scales: Legal Options for Victims of

Violence."
"The best way to educate l)eop\c is
through the Victim Impact Statements," ·
Westergren s.iid.
A Victim Impact Statement is a new

concept which allows the victim to tell the
court his or her personal story.
'This story-by-story process sparks
thought processes," Westergren said.
Copa and Westergren discus@! the details
of Order for Protections and Harassment
Orders. They went on to describe the different
resources victims of violence can access.
Lastly, they talked about victims' rights and
empowerment.
"Most people don't understand the
difference between an OFP and a Harassment
Order," Copa said.
An OFP is filed depending on the nature
of the relationship. Family-related by blood
or marriage, a Harassment Order is usually
filed by non-family members such as
acquaintances, neighbors or employers. Each
order has different penalties if they are not
obeyed.
An OFP is a court order that will help

Ben Wu:htennan!SrAFF PHaroGRAPHER

Audrey Westergren, victim's assistance coordinator for Steams County (left), and Cathy Copa, a legal advocate for the St.
Cloud Intervention Program, spoke at Women on Wednesday in the South Voyageur Room.
protect victims from domestic abuse.
Domestic abuse is defined as any of the
following conduct between family or
household members: physical hann, injury,
assault, rape, terroristic acts, or making a
person fearful of harm injury or assault. If
abusers violate an OFP they could lose
custody of their children, be ordered to pay
child supJX)rt, restitution and/or lose their
property, Copa said.
The abuser could be put in jail for90 days
and be ordered to pay a fine of up to $700.
Repeat violations are gross misdemeanors,
which may result in a sentence of up to 10years imprisonment or a fine of up to $3,0CX).

A Harassment Restraining Order is an
order to prevent a .stranger, neighbor or
acquaintance from harassing another person.
The definition of harassment is acts, words,
or gestures that a harrasser uses to affect
another persoll's safety, se'1urity or
privacy.
Usually hara;.ssment requires repeated acts
or conduct by the harasser. A violation of this
order can be treated as either a misdemeanor,
gross misdemeanor or felony. A
misdemeanor violation may result in a
sentence of up to 90 days in jail and/or a fine
of up to $700.
Copa and Westergren discussed resources

andservicesforvictinisofviolenceintheTriCounty · area of Steams, Sherburne and
Benton Counties. SCIP works wilh a number
of different agencies like: The Central
Minnesota Task Force on Battered Women,
The St Cloud Hospital Based Advocacy
Program, The Central Minnesota Sexual
Assault
Center,
and
Woman's
House.
Advocates can help victims with
transitional housing, children's programs on
trauma, and can help counsel victims in the
legal process. Westergren said crime
advocates help victims gain emJX)wennent by
educating them about their legal rights.
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State grant money to decrease
Pell Grant money goes up while state grant money goes down
by Shawn Neudauer
MANAGING EDITOR

There's good news and bad
news for students in terms of
financial aid these days.
The good news is the federal
government has increased the
amount of aid available through the
Pell Grant from $2,700 to $3,000.
The bad news is students in
Minnesota will never see the
increase under the current
regulations for" the State Grant
Program. Currently, Student
Government is trying to de-couple
the two programs.

Students who receive aid
through grants typically receive
money from both programs - the
Pell Grant and the State Grant. The
way the State Grant Program is
structured is currently dependent on
three factors. These factors include
how much the students contribute,
how much their parents can
contribute and how much Pell
Grant money a student gets. The
student is assigned responsibility
for 50 percent of the cost of
attending. If one of the other two factors
increase the money from the state

grant decreases.
figure goes into choices for the currently lobbying the Minnesota
The State Grant Program student To legislators that $4,500 Legislature to change the way state
formula is an average of thy amount appears to-be reasonable."
grants are awarded.
it. costs students to attend an
Loncorich did say this formula
"Altogether, I'd like to .see the
accredited
post-secondary only affected the State Grant state move away from an emphasis
institution.' It is designed to include Program.
on loans and move towaro more
the cost of tuition and a living and
"We
at
grants,"
said
maintenance allowance. Currently, SCSU
use
Francis Klinker,
the total figure comes to $7,306 per $8,800 as • a
MSUSA .state
year. The living and maintenance figure
to
chairman and
allowance is set at $4,500. This determine the
Mankato State
means the program only recognizes cost
of
. Un:iversity
·
In
reaUty,
that
$4,500 for housing, food, attending
senior. 'Td even
transportation, books, bills and SCSU,"
he
Uvingand
gosofarasto
entertainment for a single year.
said. "We have
say let's do
maintenance
If a student pays $225 a month the ability to
away
with
in rent this comes to $2,700 a year change
our figure is low in
financial
aid
in rent alone. Phone bills and utility budget from
and give that
bills average about $20 to $30 a year to year,
opinion.
money directly
month for a student in a four- depending on
to the schools
Frank Loncorich
bedroom apartment, not including rising costs [of
to lower tuition."
long-distance charges. This is $240 attendance}."
If
you
DIRECTOR, FINANCIAL AID
to $360 a year. This, in effect, only
This means
lowered tuition
OFFICE
leaves
$1,500
for
food, SCSU
can
50 percent then
transportation,
books
and award more
you wouldn't
entertainment for the year.
financial aid to those who need it need financiaJ aid. But that's ilot
"In reality, that living and But because the two grant pi:ograms
the way legislators think."
maintenance allowance · is loW in are linked, the amount of money
Executive
Director
for
my opinion," said Frank Loncorich, can never really increase.
MSUSA Frank Viggiano is
director of SCSU's Financial Aid
The MSUSA and the student worried the State Grant Program
Office. "A lot of the cost that goes governments of all
seven will eventually help only those
into the living and maintenance "tii'iiversities it represents are students in private institutions.

nry

'The Pell Grant will continue
to go up," he said. "If it increases
to $3,500 then all the students at
two year colleges will ' drop off
that list. If it goes to $3,900 most of
the
students
at
fouryear institutions will drop off.
Ninety-eight percent of those
affected by the current formula
for the state grant arc in the
Minnesota
State
University
System."
Viggiano said this amounts to
between $6 and $7 million lost
every year.
"I don't think Sen. Wellstone
and the other members of Congress
realized this when they ptoposed
the increases in the Pell Grant
program," he said. "It's really a
false increase."
It may take time to change
the current system. Representative
Joe
Opatz
and
SCSU
President Bruce Grube are at the
capitol this week to discuss this and
related issues with the legislature.
President Grube could not be
reached for comment and Rep.
Opatz said he was still working on
the matter with the legislature.

Taxpayers get a break from
the state, easier to file taxes
Department of
Revenue adds two
new filing sy~tems

rent, giving the aveffige renter a
rebate of approximately $175.
Students can apply for this rebate
by obtaining a certificate of rent paid
from their apartment manager or
landlord.
Due to the property tax rebate,
most Minnesotans will receive · a
: by Sara Kirk
refund this year and the department
expects to issue 600,000 more
~ STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
refunds than last year.
Expect to load your pockets with
Individuals
are
also
a little extra cash this tax season, and recommended to save 1998 receipts
faster than ev~ before.
for a Minnesota education tax credit
.
For the first time, eligible next year. The credit and deductions
taxpayers will be able to file state are available for qualifying education
income tax returns by telephone or expenses paid after Dec. 31, 1997.
computer, electronically through Taxpayers claim them on their 1998
• ~ authorized sites, or by paper. The Minnesota income tax returns, which
electronic filing method is the most are filed in 1999.
recommended.
· Filing electronically or through a
According to a press release from home computer will speed up the
the Communications Division of the process. Rebates can be expected
Minnesota Department of Revenue, withing 15 days when filed
Conimissioner James L. Girard said, electronically, compared to three to
"The Minnesota Department of four months through mail.
Revenue is placing a strong emphasis
"This method is colivenient
on electronic · filing this year, because it eliminates locating and
particularly to speed up refunds."
traveling to an authorized electronic
The refunds have increased filing transmission site," Girard said.
considerably since last year.
"Once again, this method turns The 1997 Legislature passed and around refunds in 15 days."
Gov. Carlson approved a law that
Taxpayers can also speed
returns $500 million of the state's the receipt of their refunds by using
budget surplus to taxpayers.
the direct deposit option. This
Homeowners will receive a 20 allows the refund to be directly
percent rebate of their 1997 property deposited into a checking or
taxes, while renters can claim a savings account a few days
rebate ·of 3.6 percent .of their 1997

earlier than if choosing to receive
the refund in the mail.
The Minnesota Department of
Revenue had increased its staff to
accomodate the new estimated
surplus of rebates.
"Our expanded phone room
hours have been well received,"
Girard said. "Last year we
responded to more than 332,000
individuaJ tax calls, but that number
is expected to double this year."
Hooking up with AT&T's
Language Line has allowed the
Department of Revenue to also
allow callers to speak wilh
representatives in more than 140
languages and diaJects.
The call is handled like a
conference call with the interpreter
acting as the link between the
department and the taxpayer. ·
The interpreter asks the client
questions and translates the
information to the Revenue
employee.
All : information
remains
confideiitial.
To speak to a tax representative
about individual income tax
questions, call the department
between 7:30 a.m. and 9 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, and 9 a.m.
and 4 p.m., Saturday. These
hoµrs are available Jan. 20 through
April 15. Call 612-296-3781 from
the Twin Cities area, or 1-800-6529094 from elsewhere.

Do you have the following:
[!1'.'.f' A love of writing?
~ Dedication?
[!1'.'.f' The ability to come
up with story
ideas?
~ The willingness to
learn?

If you answered yes to any of
these questions, stop by SH 13 or
call Ryan Voz at 255-2449 and
apply to . be the Chronicle's new
Career and Money Editor.
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EDITORIAL

Sexual assault
survivors have
power of voice
l_bree recent rapes at the College of St. Benedict remind
SCSU students that St Cloud is not just ~ friendly-college town
without any possibility of danger. It is a community like a11
others, made up of people who are friendly, iude. conservative, ·
liberal, upper class, lower class and sometimes the very
disturbeQ. Thirteen sexual assaults were reported at SCSU in the
fa]l alone. Eight of those were rapes. How much do we valu~
our students, classmates, and family members if we observe
these numbers and demand nothing in return?
Although it is a difficult decision to make, a survivor should
strongly think about contacting the police and filing a reJX)rt
after contacting Women's Services. School officials can do very
little after being infonned of the assault other than share on an
infonnational basis with the police. They can not report it
therefore can not bring about an arrest
Eighty percent of all rapes are committed by an
acquaintance. These are people who can be identified and
charged with a crime. A survivor has the power to name th_e
accused. They claim the right to a voice which is something the
attacker tried to take away.
This society has repeatedly shown that it respects a strong
fist over a strong mind. People in positions of great power and
influence like legislature, advertising, television and education
instill the value that to be an important person one must be
aggressive and seek to dominate others. But it has also shown
that our right to the freedom of speech is essential and often the
most powerful. Martin Luther King, Jr. usec;I his voice to
motivate a nation to change its attitudes and actions. Can SCSU
students use their voice to demand all sexual assaults be
stopped?
Sexual assault survivors have the most difficlllt and yet
effective.job. They need to name their attackers by filing
charges and insisting that the law deals with them quickly,
efficently ~d most of all respectfully. Past treatment of
survivors by the media and jlldicial system may have frozen
some voices. No ·one wants their personal life tom apart for all
to see.
· SCSU does not tolerate sexual assault but it still occurs. Rape
is not a natural, inherent part of human nature. SCSU and
assault survivors need to raise their voices.

GuEsT Es.5AY
MATT Mom COPY EDITOR

One voice·for all the people
According to the Jan. 19
paid interpreter and a
compared to the actions and
issue of the Chronicle, Cathy,
notetaker are going to
leaders of so·many other great
Bo1car is running for a seat in necessarily break Uncle Sam's minorities.,the inters.stipg ,, 1 ,
twist is that it doesn' t demand
the United States House of
bank.
Representatives. Well, it's
I remember as a child
any.
about time. Not because she is sitting in countless doctor's
As with any other political
a woman, not because she is
offices, interpreting medical
race, the best candidate should
win. Not the candidate
deaf, but because she
jargon, most of
represents the true
which I still can't
attached to the most
controversy, or the candidate
silent majority in this
spell, to my parents
with the most noble cause.
country.
because some guy
Hopefully, Cathy Bolcar
As a hearing child
whose time was
of two deaf adults,
apparently so much
will win the nomination at the
I've spent much of
more important than State Republican Convention·
my life watching the
my parents, couldn't in May, and then hopefully
dreams, desires and
take the time or
she will go on to run for the
hopes of my parents
make thC: effort to
House of Representatives.
oftentimes go unfulfilled.
explain to my parents what the
When you vote for your
istrict 7 representative·in
Opportunities that always
problem or what the remedy
November don't vote for
seemed available and easily
was. It's hard to imagine how
attainable for hearing people
it would feel to be alienated
Cathy Bolcar because she is
deaf, instead vote for her
never seemed to be an option
simply because you speak a
because she will
or a choice for my parents.
language that
Unfortunately,
is so diffefent
misunderstanding and
from every
!'i,an outstanding
I sincerely
ignorance still exist pertaining other language.
to deaf people and their
Many
hope Cathy
1be
deaf
culture
unique culture.
minorities in
Bolcar wins her
It's said that Bolcar, if
this country
race for the
is truly a
elected, will need a full-time
have made
Minnesota
beautiful
one.
paid interpreter, and a paid
incredible
District 7
- - - - - - - ~ Congressional
notetaker as well. This will
strides in
carry an extremely expensive
recent years,
seat.
price tag, but shouldn't.every
but there are still some
I hope she goes to
single person in society be
minority groups in this
Washington, D.C., and speaks
loudly for deaf people, for
represented no matter what the country who do not have the
cost? I seem to remember
fair representation they
hearing people, for disabled
people, for all people. As she
some old document in some
-deserve.
The deaf culture is truly a
goes off to Washington D.C.,
old building referring to a
she will carry with her the
government of the people for
beautiful one. It comes
complete with its own
dreams, hopes, desires and,
the people by the people.
In a time of billion dollar·
most importanly, the support
language, dialects and a vast
airplanes and multi-million
array of interesting people.
of so many thousands before
her who never had a voice.
dollar space missions, I don't
It is a culture that gets
think the added expense of a
relatively little publicity
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It's time to University Sports Band respo1;1.ds
look at our
egos, values
I recently read about the racial incidents at
SCSU. These cowardly acts b)' an unknown
racist(s) brought back unwanted childhood
feelings of disgust and confusion. I grew up
in a predominantly racist community, which
was part of a series of small racist towns in
the region. ,The people who lived there
reflected their patriarchal views about race,
cultures and what the white/European culture
is presumed to be - intelligent, dominating
and gcxllike, with little or no room for
minorities.
Many of these views about race and
culture were handed down generation after
generation. I always thought it was strange
how they would talk about different groups
of people, their cultures and their ethnic
backgrounds in a demeaning way. The oddeSt
part of listening to these people was that
none of the people they were chastising lived
near us!
Maybe that's what is so damaging about
racist remarks or overtones. They destroy
your soul, the soul of the community, the
soul of the natiori and -the soul of a
university, the moral fibers which keep us
alive. Every time a racial slur fs used to refer
to a minority, every time any minority group
is stereotyped; every time we attempt to
bandage racial wounds with uncaring words
or sentiments, we lose a fraction of our
collective souls.
Being a student at SCSU has widened mY
perception of the world and my views about
humanity. I guess what I have learned so far
about society and myself is that we as the
white majority class hav.e been oppressing
minorities for generation~. We have .
systematically exploited and oppressed every
color of the rainbow. We take for granted the
innate privlidges of being born a Caucasian. I
feel ashain,t;.dJ or the racist ~ople I_grew up
next to and fpr a part of society which lost
their spiritual identity. If I could run and hide
I would, but there is nowhere to run! If I
could change the past I would, but I cannot.
What I can do is to confront racism head-tohead and speak out about its deteriorating
effects.
This college needs to do more than merely
put a slogan on a button and stop being an
unconscious agent of oppression and begin
lasting changes which can set an example for
the rest of society. Maybe it's time to have an
expanded awareness of all the unique
cultures in our society, tci open our eyes, to
see others in a more spiritual light, a,;; a gift
to be celebrated and not diminished. Perhaps
it is time to take a step outside of our
overblown white egos and examine who we
really are and what values we embody.

We, the University Sports Band,
have served the university
comlllunity for eight years.by
playing for SCSU varsity athletic
events. Our purpose is to entertain
and pro;note school spirit at
sporting events through appearance;
. petfonnance, enjoyment and
participation of its members. We .
would like to continue our
professional service to the
university and the St. Cloud
community as we hitve this year
and in the past.
At the beginning of the 1997-98
academic year, the USB was asked
to discontinue our services to the
university, allowing the Blizzard's
Band to petfonn. As of o·ecember
1997, Blizzard's Band stopped
-performing at SCSU varsity
athletic events, leaving no band to
play. The USB would graciously
like to offer its services to the

university once more.
USB is a recognized student
organization made.up of 25
students from various majors. We
practice very hard and put in many
hours of work in an effort to have a
quality band of which the
organization and the university can
both be proud. The organization
plans to continue this service for
years to COQ'le.
Before we present our proposal
to the university community, we
would like to clarify some issues
brought up in a letter to the editor
in the Jan. 19 issue of the
Chronicle. First, we did not, under
any circumstances, fonnulate the
idea of holding a 'Blizzard's Band
is Dead party', nor did any such
event occur. Second, the music
department presented USB with
only two proposals for a merger
with the Blizzard's Band, which

Aaron R. Anderson
- Junior
Mass Communications

Inadequate funding ·forces tuition increase
A recent opinion piece by
Michael Vekich, chairman of the
board of trustees of the Minnesota
State.Colleg~s.and_Ufli".~rsities,
blames faculty salaries for the
increases in tuition. Obviously
tuition reflects costs, including
salaries, incurred by the
universities. However, in the case of
the public MnSCU institutions, the
primary cause of tuition increases
has not been faculty salaries, but the
decrease in state support for
MnSCU in the early 1990s and the
increased reliance in tuition to make
up the shortfall. A I994 report from
the Office of the Legislative Auditor
placed the blame (for rising tuition)
squarely on the inadequacy of the
state appropriations: Increased·
reliance on tuition (and decreased
reliance on state appropriations)
was the most important factor in
explaining tuition growth for the
four public systems. In fact, the
percentage of the MnSCU budget is
spent on state university faculty

salaries has actually decreased in
recent years. ·
Faculty salaries have been falling
relative to national levels. A decade
ago, a state university system goal
was to have salaries at the 75 to 80
percentile in national rankings.
Since then the salary ranking has
fallen-below the 50 percentile.
Minnesota no longer competes for
the best--not even the top half.
Chairman Vekich asserts that
MnSCU salaries are among the
highest in this region and near or
above the national average for
similar institutions. We disagree.
The MnSCU comparisons are to a
select group of institutions of its
choosing, and are in stark cOntrast
to data independently collected and
published annually by the AAUP. In
spite of excluding many comparable
institutions, MnSCUs national
comparisons in fact confirm the
IFOs statement that salaries have
fallen below the 50 percentile.
In contrast to Vek.ichs assertion,
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USB declined. USB made three
counter-proposals, which after
limited diSCussion, the music
department declined. Finally, the
Timberwolves petfonnance given
by USB was an effort by the
organization to promote SCSU and
was a huge success.'
We, the USB, propose to the
university and St. Cloud
.community that we would like to
offer our services for the 1998-99
academic year at two football
games, IO voll~yball garries, eight
men's hockey games, and 16
basketball games, split equally
between the men's and women's
teams. We also offer our services
for the remaining games for the
I997-98 academic year.

·

c:hronide@stdou

the data provided to the IFO during
this years negotiations show the
weighted average salary to be
$47,000. Starting for new PhDs are
often in the low to middle thirties.
Preparation for a career in college
teaching involves eight to IO years
of concentrated study with many
new PhDs carrying large debt totals
upon completion of the degree. In
some fields, BS and BA graduates
of our universities are commanding
starting salaries above $40,000.
Obviously we don't expect to
end up with our entire initial
proposal and neither should
MnSCU. It is time to get on with
the bargairiihg! The money is there,
provided by the legislature and
goyemor. Let's do it!
David R. Abel
President, Inter Faculty Organization
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H_AVE you THo uql·n A6ouT WHERE you will be
liviNq NEXT yEAR ?

Tt-E a...ASSIC, BRIDGEVEW SOUTH, PARK ,
SOUTH, RIVER .RDGE AJ\D BRDGEVEW WEST;

WANTED:

OU- buiclngs have aD of the amerities that you
would expect ii 1st class accorrrnodations. Pk.Js
some have extras Ike ·f'l-house corrputers free for
student use and tuckunder parkr'lg.
We have two and

Leadership with

passion'.

fOL.r bedroom apartments an

within walking distance to carrpus.

Cl-ieck us ouT you woN'T_b, disAppoiNTEd.

PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT, INC.

259-4259
•
·•
•
•
•
•

Center for International Stud ies
Minority Student Programs
Residential Life Office
Residence Hall Front Desks
Richard R. Green House
University Organizations

~tudents from protected classes
are encotiraged to apply .
**Applications are due January 23,
1998, in the Residential Life Office

virtualclassrofi·ji
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you in Java Programming,
Novell Netware, Web Authoring

SfeING~K'~·
UMUS.t.U.~blnk

-

and many other I.T. courses
quickly, conveniently and
inexpensively. Learn in our ·
virtual classroom, where we
offer computer·based training

-~
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,,...,,_,.alsoawia..blcro:
Clty,~ t. L,,uderdalc.
S. Pndrc island. TX
_.._
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80Ck>51--4048

ills?·

on CD·ROM and communication
over the Net . And you're on
your way to not just a real
job, but a realzy good job.

Club Germain Fitness

t •,. ,~,;., •
3 Month Special

11t;e■,

only

ti th u:t1r fir i:m1ti1: &,ci:11i1 tm11,11:t

cy~erctau i1 r.ow ir. aeuior. ,

eall 202-&\93

• Nautilus
• Aerobics
• Treadrrulls
• Spa

It. Cloud Technical College - ll&BC
e·mail: naec@c1oud2.tec.mn.us • ""'!"'· sctcweb.tec.mn.us
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$49.95

($10.00 Start-up fee)
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~ - - - - -- -- - - - --COLLEGE

-do

• Stairchmbmg
• Free We1ght-s
• Marcy Gym
• Personal Tramer

* 5 Free tans
* No Contract
* Students Only

•

919 St. Germain Street, St. Cloud • 255-1171
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.First-place UND to take on Hus~es
'

by Rob LaPlante
SPORTS EDITOR
If this were a boxing match, it would be a
pay-per-view event.
That's because two of the Western
Collegiate Hockey Association heavyweights
battle this weekend at the National Hockey
Center.
With first place on the line, the importance
of this weekend's series with the SCSU
hockey team and the University of North
Dakota is huge, because it's the last time they

will face each other in the regular season.
A year ago, UNO came to St Cloud in a
first-place tie .ind SCSU Head Coach Craig
Dahl said this year's series is similar to last
season's.
"Y{e're in the same predicament in that it's
the same situatiol!. as last year," Dahl said. "It
definitely is a big weekend as far as the

one-ranked team in the nation, UNO.
Lately North Dakota has been playing
back to its national championship form,
and have not lost since the Huskies
beat them 5-2 Dec. 13 in Grand Forks,

N.D.

·

Since then, UNO has strung together eight
consecutive wins, outscoring its opponents

well."
The last time these teams met was Dec. t 2
and 13 whe_n the Huskies and UNO ·

split
UNO won the first game 2-1 and SCSU

took the finale 5-2.
SCSU senior goaltender Brian Leitza
said the Huskies will need to, play the

(WCHA) titJe is concerned."
50.17 during that span.
· same style of game as they did in Grand
SCSU(l4•6-2.overall, 11 -5- 1 WCHA)are
"(UND) got off to a slow start,"said Forks.
coming off of being swept by the University · junior forward George Awada. "But, they do ·
of Minnesota-Duluth and are currently two have a good team and good players, and right
points behind league-leading and the number now
they
are
really
playing
Go TO UND, PAGE 13 •

Back in red and black,
,guard returns to lineup
After sitting out last
season due to an
injury, Teri Watkins
has returned to help
lead the Huskies
by Tyson Jahn
STAFFWRfTER

After sitting out most of the 1996-97
j season With a tom ligament in her knee,
junior guard.Teri Watkins has came back
! to play strong for the Huskies.
'
She has guided the SCSU women's
basketball team to a 5.3 North CentraJ
Conference, I(). 7 overall record.
"Watkins affected us very much when
she was out with her injury, because she
was our leading scorer," Head Coach
Lori Ulferts said. "This year she has been
both a leader on and off the court."•
In Watkins' sophomore year,, before
her injury, she played in only seven
games averaging about 12 points and
three rebounds per game. This year she's
played in 17 games coming up with 14
points and three rebounds per game.
"My injury has alw.iys been on my
mind, but I have got more used to it from
practice and preseason," Watkins said. "It
was hard to come back, but I think I have
improved my quickness."
Ulferts said Watkins has always had
the ability to lead and help guide the
young team, despite her injury.
"She knew she could play like she has
this year," Ulferts said. "She's leads our
team in shooting and is a good defender.
She's a good all-around player."
Watkins had a career and gam~ high
21 points with two rebounds against the
1

University of South Dakota last Friday.
On Saturday night, she pulled out all the
stops and advanced her career high in
game points to 26 and pulled down four
rebounds.
Watkins said her family inspired her
to play basketball when she'was younger.
She also likes to play tennis and going
out with her friends outside of basketball.
"In third grade I really started to
play," Watkins said. "I really enjoyed it
and I played competitively in AAU."
Watkins' goals for this year are to be
a prod_ucti ve team leader 'both on the
scoreboaicl and off tlfe COU~.
"I just want to gel the team working
together ¥td make them feel gOOO about
themselves," Watkins said. "I just want to
be consistent in each game I play in and
play the best I can."
Watkins, who is currently in second
place in women's basketball history in
three•point field goals made, believes
there has defiflltely been a change in this
year's team from the year before.
'There's definitely been a change in
the quickness and depth in this year)
team," Watkins said. "We have the option
to go to the bench and put people in when
we need to."
Watkins and the Huskies will be
playing at 2 p.m. Saturday at Halenbeck
Hall this weekend as they play against
Mankato State (3•5 NCC, 12.5 ·overall).
''This series is extremely imporiant
for everyone in the conference, because
everyone· is so tight together," Ulferts
said. "All the games will matter."
The Huskies have the series
advantage against Mankato State 33·32,
but SCSU lost the last time the two met
in Halenbeck 74·73.
Shane Opatz/PHOTO F.DfIOR
"We're going to have to play good
Junior guard Teri Watkins (30) defends a Morningside player Saturday at Halenbeck Hall.
defense against the post," Ulferts said.

Watkins recently moved into second place for SCSU's all-time three-point percentage.

Husky ski team steadily clinibing up hill
.b.Y Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

With the winter season finally
upon us and snow beginning to
accumulate, the SCSU men's and
women's alpine ski team couldn't
be happier.
"At first, it was hard to get the
folks out to practice," said senior
Skier Derek Nash, who is also the
alpine ski team president. 'The

snow that was at Powder Ridge (in
Kimball, Minn.) was good;but with
the cxld warm weather it was hard
driving out to the mou.ntain aqd
seeing nothing but brown on the
side of the road"
The ski team is in its second
week of action, and last weekend
the Huskies participated in a meet at
Welch Village, in Welch Minn.
The men's team placed seventh
overall out of IO teams in both

the !lalom and the giant slalom
events.
The women's team placed ninth
overall out of IO teams in both
events.
Despite a ninth-place finish,
first.year skier Jennifer Rice
finished third overall in the
giant slalom for the women's
team.
The third-place finish marked
the first time ever in the team's two-

year history that a player from
either the men's team or the
women's team has medaled.
Nash said Rice is one of the key
players on this year's team and is
looking to her for bigger and better
accomplishments,
"(Rice) hands down is our best
skier," Nash said. "She definitely is
our go-to-woman and she is only a
freshman."
When asked why Rice was such

a successful skier, she said it comes
with experience.
"I have been racing for nine
years now, so that helps out quite a
bit," Rice said.
Rice is one of seven first-year
skiers on this year's squad and she
said the mix of such young talent
bodes well for the future.

Go ro SKI, PAGE 13 •
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Elways drive for title hits roadblock of cheese
Packers too strong for Denver in Super Bowl XXX/1
To find the turning points for the defeat. Next was the Pittsburgh
season for both of this year's Super . Steelers, who finlllized Denver's

time, but his teams have shown they
can't win the big one.. Remember

Bowl teams, one onlfhas to look as Joss· of home-field advantage in
far back as week 12.
week 15. Fina1ly, came the pesky
The

GI'een

the Three Amigos and Bobby
Humphrey - when he was good?
Chiefs, who the Broncos · Well, that was the. team that was

Bay

~~e~~g ch~;ps, ~~:~

the 0-11 Indianapolis
Colts, the defending
chumps, 41-38 in the
. waning minutes of the
game.
1,
The Denver Broncos
lost to the Kansas City
Chiefs on a last*second 54yard field goal, dealing the
Chiefs the inside track to
home*field advantage.
Both teams turned
things around by playoff

!~s!°: :=~i:~~~~

FROM

nm

CHEAP SFATS

*./

BY KERRY

lliWNS

~it ~t right to lose · :1J~r~:;. t~e~•s Slls':
Atleastthat'swha.Jthe Franciscowon55-10.
AFC title _ game has
For the first time in Elway's
turned into in recent stellar career, the Broncos got t9 the
-years. The United States Super Bowl on the ground, via the
have hosted two Olympic :legs of Terrell Davis. With his
games sinee members "Mile*High Salute" this little
from an AFC team held runner means business. If the
the Wnce Lombardi BroncQs ire going to dent the
Trophy over their heads. NFC's annor around the Vince
But, like every year, some Lombardi Trophy, Davis is the
pe()ple; think the AFC has person who needs . to have a big
a chance - most of them game. If~ offensive line can hold
being
disgruntled the Packer rushers, the audience

~~::~~: : : ; ~

loss in week 12, and the
· team desetves a title until
Broncos have proceeded to exhume their sorry organization gets one.
all skeletons from their closet from
There is ~so the same old hype
the past two seasons - well, all that surrounds every Denver Super
except one.
Bowl appearance Elway
John Elway still doesn't have
deseivesachampionship. Well if he
Super Bowl ring, but all three of · desetves one, maybe he should go
Denver's playoff wins have had a out and win one or ask to be traded
tast_e of revenge. Beating the to an NFC team.
:Jacksonville Jaguars avenged· last
The Stanford grad. is one of the
season's stunning 30..27 playoff .greatest clutch quarterbacks of all

a

t~t ~~~

sho~f~~-i~n!:
needs
to stretch the field When , those
linebackers creep up to get Davis
after he's tallied two good runs in a
row, Shannon Sharpe usually
sneaks in behind them, knocks
down the secondary like bowling
p~ and runs for 40 yards after the
catch.
1ne Denver defense has also
gotten stronger from .last season's
team with the acquisition· of Neil

Smith. '.'the Broncos are healthier
and hungrier on defense than they
were last season and they want to
prove that . the · potent Packer
offensive juggernaut is . composed
of mere men.
They may be men biologically,
but Green Bay's offense does not
play like it at times. Led by Brett
Favre, this is an offense that gets
out of the gates quickly and does
not mind if they s.tep on your toes. .
Running back Dorsey Levens set
the Packer single-season rushing
record this season, and Favre still
tossed 35 touchdown passes en
i:oote to his third MVP season in as
many years.
To put Favre's abi~i~y into
perspective, Elway threw for a
Denver record 27 touchdown .
passes this season. In Favre's ~t
four seasons, he has thrown for 33,
38, 39 and 35, respectively.
Since the loss to the Colts, the
Green Bay defense has held
opponents to an average of 12
points per gan)e, and held opposing
runners to under 90 yards per game.
If this trend keeps up, Davis and th~
rest of the Broncos wilf'be in for a
long day.
The players to watch should be

the two quarterbacks and the· two
running backs. The first defense to
stop both Will win the gaIIle, \U)less
Denver ~es too long in stopping
Favre.
It won't be it matter of "if' the
Packers shut aown the Denver
offense, it will be a matter of
"when."
·
This season, p. talet1ted Denver
teamisontheothersideofthefield,
but the talent on the Green Bay
sideline is a bit more intimidating
and the Packers should become the
second team in NFL history to win
back*to-back titles twice. The AFC .
may be the more balanced league,
but the. NFC still has . the ·
powerhouses, as ·recent years have
proven.
Green Bay handled the New
England Patriots last season, and
this year the Packers have Robert
Brooks for the big game. N
For Denver to get the title, their
drive for Elway must outweigh·
Green Bay's lust to be 't3:&ged with
the mark of "dynasty." .
.
Tighten your cheeseheads, folks.

Diamond led sprinter to track Huskies set
Bob Ewings is
last Jl~§ NCC
champion in the
55-meter dash

decided lo go to track."
Ewings has been running ·
track for about l l years, but his
hobbies include listening to
music and mountain biking.
Ewings believes, from a team
standpoint, the
major
improvement has been .that the
team has dedicated itself to
by Tyson Jahn
getting better.
STAFF WRITER
"Everyone .
has
been
dedicated to getting in sha'pe,"
Husky senior sprinter Bob Ewings . said. "As far as the
Ewings is rising once again as physical conditioning, it's been
one of the top <}thletes on the great for both teams this year."
SCSl! track and field team_. So
Ewings and the Huskies wiU
far this season,_he h~ _quabfi~ .~- be attending the Iowa State
for the NCAA Provts1onals m Open this Saturday.
the 60-meter dash ~ the SCSU
'The major-thing we want to
Open.
do at the meet is to go and
"He has been a real compete hard and with great
consistent perfonner on the team intensity," Dill said. "We have to
this year for us," Head Coach remain consistent and have tJie
T(acy Dill said. "He is will to want to compete. We
committed to bettering himself, have to give it all we got."
not onJy on the track but as a
Dill said at the Iowa State
stud~nt. He is an excellent Open mainly Division I and Il
student/athlete."
athletes will be competing in all
Ewings is coming off a stellar the events.
1997 season where he set school
"We want to take as many
records in the ~55*meter dash events as JX)SSible this weekend
indoors and gained the North and try not making ·the
Central
Conference competition any bigger than it
Championship in the event. He already is," Di!~ said. "Iowa has
is . also the defending NCC a 300-meter track and it will be
champ in-the !()()..meter dash for .very fast."
the outdoor competition.
Dill wants his athletes to
.
''I always want to improve concentrate on only a few events
year after year, but my goals for for this meet and not to ,overload
this season have been. more them.
academic," Ewings said.
"Really ~oncentrate on our
marks this weekend," Dill said.
Ewings said he grew up
"We want to limit the athletes to
playing baseball and football,
pne or two events."
realized more of his quickness in
Dill said the competition hi$
basebalL but finally realized his
team will face this w~kend will
JX)tential for track at the end.
probably be a little belter than Scott Anderson/STAFF PH(ff()(JRAPHER
"Baseball is always in the the previous team the Huskies
Senior Bob Ewings works out Wednesday in the Halenbeck
· spring, like track, and I kind of have faced.
'
noticed that I was always getting
''There will be more schools Fieldhouse. Ewings has recently qualified for the NCAA
to the bases quicker than the and more depth in ·the events," provisionals. Last year he set a school record in the 55other kids," Ewings •said. "I Dill said. "I think our kids are meter dash and was the North .Central Champion in the
really didn't have an eye for the capable . of competing with event
ball
that
much,
so
I them.:'

fot old rival
~ by Sean

ta•Favor

, ~ - Sp.FE "fRITER
Second place will be on the line Saturday
afternoon as the SCSU men's basketball team
tips off against Mankato State Universify at
Halenbeck Hall.
,
The Maveri"cks come into this weekend's
game with a 13-4 record overa:11, and a 5*3
mark in the North Central Conference,
mirroring that of SCSU's record.
MSU will bring a very balanced attack:
four !)layers on the roster are averaging in
do@le-digits in points scored.
"I don't think you can single out one
person, becaµse they have three guys Ryan
Benish, Blaine Joerger, and Dontae Johnson*
have been in the twenties (in the points
5<;ored) the l;tSt three games," said Coach
Kevin Sdilagel. "Plus, their point guard,
James Powell, a junior COilege tran&Ntt is their
leading scorer right now."
Powell is averaging 15.5 points*per*game.
As with South Dakota and Mon_tlngside
last weekenO, Schlagel points to stopping
MSU's three*point shooting attack as a key to
the game.
"With tpis group, you've got to si:art with
their perimeter shooting. They're very similar
to South Dakota in that, if they get on a roll,
they can make for a very long night for us. So
we hav~ to make sure that we can quickly
·,,.,.c loseout some good shooters."
This weekend's winner will come away
_ with a leg .up in the NCC standings and the
loser could fail behind SDSlffor good.
"It's an exciting weekend, anytime we play
Mankato, because they're our in*state rival,"
said senior center Jon Hinzman. "But the
battle , for second place makes this a big
weekend, so we've got to show up to play."
Although first:pJace South Dakota State is
still 1:1ndefeated in conference play, . senior
guard Sean Whitlock says the team is
optimistic that they can oo·caught.
"I think that it's still a very close race.
(SDSU) hasn't lost yet, ~but they've played
five home games, and they've beaten
Nebraska*Omaha arid Northern Colorado."
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lJND Two of top 10 teams in nation invade NHC
"When we played them last
time, we just played within
ourselves," Leitza said. ''This

to the showdown with this season's
top freshman goalie.

weekend. one of our goals is to
jump on them early and get back to
playing well defensively."
The matchup also is significant
in that it matches up two of the
league's top · goaltenders in
Goehring and Leitza.
Currently, Goehring has a record
of 10-1-1, a goals against average
of 1.46 and a .950 save percentage.
Leitza comes in with a
record of 14-4-2, a 2.57 goals
against average and a .921 save
percentage.
Leitza said he is looking forward

Leitza said. "I think the key is if we
can come out and get a few early
goals on him and settle him
down."
Goehring is quickly turning
heads this season after beating out
UND sophomore goaltender Aaron
Schweitzer for the number-one spot
in the nel
Schweitzer was looked to
be the workhorse this season after
leading UNO last season in its run
to a national championship.
Dahl said he is one of the many
people who are surprised with the

"(Goehring's) playing well,"

IIUSIIR IL NOR11 •011

Ski
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play of the fonner Apple Valley
netminder.
"Goehring has been a real
surprise," Dahl said. "Especially
seeing how Schweitzer led them
last year, it's unbelievable
(Goehring) beat him out for the
number-one spot"
Goehring isn't the only reason
UND has strung together eight
consecutive wins. UNO ranks
number one in the league in
power 'play percentage at 21.8
percent.
They also lead the league- in
goals scored (71) and have been
stingy on defense, allowing a
league · best
2.44
goals

against per game.
'They are playing really well,''
Dahl said. 'They have great skill up
front, a great goalie and have been
playing outstanding. They clearly
are tile number-one team in the
country right now."
Awada . said the Huskies are
geared up and excited for the
showdown.
'1t's home ice for us and we
have.the best crowd in the league,"
Awada said. "It's going to be tough·
for them to come here and
play."
Both games Friday and Saturday
begin at 7:05 p.m. at the National
Hockey Center..

PLAYERS TO \V,tTCH

7:05 p.m. Friday and Saturday at National Hockey Center
AOL<

JASON

OUN

JAKE

6-3, 200

5-10, 180

SENIOR

JUNIOR

~~
~~

It
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"We are a young team with a lot
of freshmen, so we should be pretty
competitive the next couple years,"
Rice said. "I think we're improving
a lot and hopefully as years go on
we can get some money from the

school."
Right now, all the expenses are
provided by each of the team
members.
Each member must pay $45 in
regional membership dues and
$300 to be part of the United States •
Collegiate Skiing Association,
which are the national dues.
Not included in these fees are
each members' costs toward ski
equipment and travel expenses.
Nash said t~e lack of funding is
a set back and proves the schools
that do get fundi.ng are much more
competitive.
"Schools like St. Olaf get
$50,000 in funding," Nash said.
"It's pretty much the private schools
have all the money and get the good
stuff, while the state schools all
have to suffer."
St. Olaf finished last season
ranked number three in the nation
and the University of WisconsinMadison finished I Ith.
Nash said he hopes to someday
see the SCSU program rank among
the elite team~ as well.
"In the next five years, I
definitely see the program being a
top-five contender in the division,"
Nash said.
Currently, the ski team practices
Tuesdays and Thursdays at Powder
Ridge.
Nash said he hasn't had any
complaints with the people
involved with the ·ski program.
"Powder Ridge has been a
tremendous help," Nash said. "Also
a big help has been Fitzharris
Athletic and Out-N-About Sports

shop."
The next meet for the Huskies is
Jan. 31 & Feb. I at the Lacrosse
Cup, in Lacrosse, Wis.

Called home lately?
/

1-800-COLLECT

®
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lVW''l,SCSUhousing.cOJ!!.

Gain Experience in:
• Supervision • Public Relations
•Communications• Facility Management• Retail
Management • Conference Services·

priepares you For thf' big garne-.

■I

CATHOUC CAMPOS MNSTRV

MAS S: SATURDAY : 5: 30 P.M.
SU NDAY: 9 A.M. , 11 :15 A.M . & 8 P. M.
M ASS & EVE NTS I NFOR M HION: 251-J261
OFF I CE: 25 1- 1260

Confused
ahouj
Computers?
Let the Academic
Computer Service help
you solve all of your computer problems by attending any of the various ·
computer workshops.

University Village Townhomes
Openings for the 1998-1999 school year

Four bedroom townhomes for individual
or groups up to four.
Iii

Campus Clipper and Metro Bus service
wi1:h three trips per hour to SCSU
Features Include:

Fritlay. ,January 23
Intro to Macintosh: 10 a.m.-12 p.m:

Monday. January 26
Intro to Internet: 12-2 p.m ..

Tues,lav. ,January 27
Intro to Internet: 1-3 p.m.
• If you have any general questions regarding
computers feel free to contact the Academic
Computer Services Help Desk at 2077.
• These workshops are designed to provide the
skills needed to utilize the changing technology
on campus and in the world. These workshops
require no registration and are held in
Centennial Hall , Room 134.

• Heated Swimming Pool
e Sand Volleyball Court
• Free Parking/Outlets
• Heat and Wa ter Paid
• Phone/Cable in Bedrooms
• Ceiling Fans in Bedrooms
• Keyed Bedroom Locks
• Microwave /Dis hwasher
• Air Conditioning
• Large Storage Room
• Frost Free Refrigerator
• Lau_ndry Facilities
• Vending Machines
• Individual Lea s es
• Plea sant/Quiet Atmosphere

For Adult Housing at Its Best, Call 252-2633

<

Thursday, •
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·SJ>eaker sparkspasmott, ifrites'Visiott
by Muriah Miller

Atimma and three-year-old Arita
spend "as much til]le together as
possible with a busy schedule.

STAFF WRITER

Bassey Eyo -

teacher,

as possible with my family," Eyo

year, it's time for healing and

said.
He said a vision for SCSU
would be to become a model

hope," Eyo said.
Eyosaidagreater
sense of purpose
needs to be restored

sustained and can be destroyed by

communication.
Eyo said no
one can succeed

speaker, father, husband and - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - '' of excellence for Minnesota
without
a
friend.
A
f,
and this region of the United on the campus of
positive attitude
Eyo, a professor of speech
7"'\_
Ot'
States,
where
faculty SCSU, and that even
and stressed the
communication at SCSU, has
members are appreciated for during cynical times
importance of
many ideas for the future and a
•
.I'!
their contribution to the he had faith in
passion
and
unique perspective on the past.
t'l8rt
greatness of this university.
students . to create
vision.
When asked where he is
Besides speaking last reasons 10 do good.
On campus,
from, Eyo makes reference to
wCek
during
SCSU's
''The thing that I
Eyo
urges
Thomas ·Paine by saying, "My
Outside of the
Diversity Week, Eyo has also given find amazing is the ~=~
~~~=~ students
to
country is the world, my religion is university setting, Eyo
speeches this week for various confusion ~nd the
create counsels
to do good."
enjoys many types of
organizations in Minneapolis.
world about diversity," Eyo said,
find a peace of
Eyo said he talks from the heart music,
including
jazz,
On campus, he spoke at noon on "Diversity is an emotional word for
at will provide
and has a boundless good for classical, rhythm and blues and
Wednesday for Pre-Law students, some people."
~
good education.
people and the world.
reggae.
went to Minneapolis to speak.
On the subject of diversity, Eyo
ject something
"If you ask me where 1 am from,
When weather pennits,
and then came back to is reminded of a quote by Chinua
you
don't
my idea of it is from a. global favorite pastimes are _ _ _ _ __,.__ _ _ campus where Achebe.
it," Eyo said in
perspective," Eyo said. "I am from · biking and tennis. He
he spoke for a
''The world is like
his
speech
Africa, the United States, St. Cloud said he enjoys all
workshop
a mask dancing, if
during
andtheworld."
typesofreading.
sponsored by you want to see it
Diversity
Eyo says he is very proud of all
tn all of life, Eyo
AdFed at 5 , well, don't Stand
Week.
these places and would be says he is driven by
p.m.
still," Achebe said.
Eyo
dissatisfied to have to choose just passion for now and
.• "I
have
Eyo said diversity
explained that
one.
for the future.
heard him speak and I think he is a is a concept, is
he
has
a
He added that by thinking about
"I have a very deeply
great speaker because he is so people, is humanity,
passion
for
interconnectedness everyone could rooted
spirit
of
motivational/ said senior Bridgette in this country and
excellence
have a connection with Africa from optimism," Eyo
Schwartzbauer, president of Ad.Fed. from a world view.
which comes
genetics to music.
said.
Whether teaching, motivating or
An advocate for
from the heart.
Adventure, inspiration and a
speaking,
Eyo
voices
the social change, Eyo is
Desiring to
challenge brought Eyo to this
importance
of ~ - - - - - - - ~ active
appeal to the finest and very
particular university, and he
yoUF passtOn and vision
combating
best instinct within his listeners,
continues to explore
\lision for this as a role model for
racism and
Eyo speaks of different topics with
ways to bring the
year?"
students.
hatred.
a main focus on communication

di
r..
t'Oa map J 1ne
r.. t
t•
U.lt'eC tOn .

......

~he

bes~o~1u~~::1

~~~:\~ - Steve~!

.2 .

Create a
'\fision.

is Well,;~~

vision?
"My vision
for this year is
to continue to be the most upbeat,
optimistic and passionate teacher I
can be, and to spend as much time

Re!:on~is ;;re:~

' ~ ~.and

Good"
speech
fflthustQStn.
racism is present,
during
Diversity ' - - - - - - - - _ , it
subverts
Week,
Eyo
human dignity
challenged stuclents to make this and poisons our hearts," Eyo said.
year better than last.
·
According to Eyo, racism can be
"Enough of the hurt from last present everywh~re, and is created,

andE~~!'~nreferredtoasone

·f:

!1~::t:a~:S~i~~t;c~
Point, Eyo came to
Eyo takes an educational and
the University of
motivational perspective.
Minnesota - Twin Cities to get his
As for students and others who
doctorate in corporate and
listen to him, Eyo wishes them
organizational communication.
blessed, passionate, wondrous days.
Eyo said he re~pol)ds to requests
to speak and present with a creative
spirit
_
. He is a consultant to several
Minnesota organizations and is ·
frequently a keynote speaker at
events. In addition, he facilitates
workshops for businesses and
corporations coping with the
human spirit - especially for
employees dealing with change.
Eyo was also instrumental in the
creation of St. Cloud Area
Leadership Program at the
Chamber of Commerce and
continues to teach a leadership
course he created for the university
12 years ago.
Eyo sees the city of the St.
Cloud and SCSU going through a
transition period now.
"I see both struggle with the
transition between old and new striving for leadership," Eyo said.
"To be prepared for the future,
you've got to retain some tradition; ·
to be excellent, you must also
question and let go some part of the
tradition."
While working at the university,
Eyo and his family live in St. Slwne Opak/PHUTO EDfTOR
Cloud.
He, his wife Abike, son Eskor, Bassey Eyo, professor of speech communication at SCSU and a popular speaker In the area, talked with members of the Pre-Law
· seven, and daughters, six-year-old Association at noon on Wednesday in Atwood Memorial Center's Union Room. Eyo discussed the rote of motivation and passion,

in addition to the importance of vision statements, both personal and as an organization.
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Green's book prov:es more shady than dark
by Richard Wells
BooK CRITIC

It seems every week a new book comes
out promising to open the curtains iind show
what really goes on behind the scenes in
professional sports.

Green writes~fawningly of Sanders, "He
writer a lesson: ~more is sometimes less."
has done more on his own, with his instinct
Another problem with the book was
for drama'. and his exceptional athletic
Green's ego.
"
ability, than any Madison Avenue marketing •
Green stresses his
machine could have with a staff of 50."
belief he was a great
Ths continues for an entire chapter.
player who took risks
In return for these efforts Green
and "laid it on the line."
He tosses off
vocabulary like a man
front cover
who just got a new
Green's wntmg style 1s also
thesaurus program on his
chched by his gluttonous use of
computer. Did he have
s1m1les
to mention he had read
Some examples mclude "Bemg "War and Peace?"
an NFL player 1s hke wmmng the
Isn't there a saying
lottery," or" that 350 lb load of
about people who read
guts commg at me hke a freight
h9oks just to say they
tram" or "Football gets hke that,
have read them?
like deaning bathrooms."
He also mentions
The last example is one of the similes
several times he has
where Green· compares two seemingly
taken the bar exam.
unrelated thin'gs. There are a lot of these in
If he is going't9 be a lawyer, he needs to
the book.
look up laws about bragging, because he
Intended 10 be fresh and creative, the
might be breaking them.
sheer number of these blitzes the reader's
Still, there was infonnation I found
focus. Green's style teaches any visionary
compelling.

boot~~.~~b°!~h;~s~:e ~ !~~r:~:n~ ~!~~~non the

Game" by Tim Green, rarely
delivered anything more than
shady
Green told some mterestmg
real life NFL stones about
players' rampant steroid and

pamk1ller abuse and ethically
deficient team doctors, but these
ms1gh1ful behmd-the-scenes
chapters were overrun by Green's
cheerleacling.
Chapters such as why Green feels Steve
Young is a better quarterback than Joe
Montana, why Deion Sanders is a great guy
and Green's solution to racism in the NFL.
caused me to think this was Green's
personal guide to brown-nosing.

\ave a tree,
read the E

for Lmd of Lakes Gri Scwt Cotnci-V,bite Pa-k
offK:e. Respor&lle for octrnst.rative Sl.f)f:)Ort nd.Jdi)g:
ossistng with specid events; developng brochtres_l
pubkations; writhg motericas for the rn:-dio, asSIStng
witb_generct PR fITTct.ions and coorcil?t.rg_ ~ s. ..
Bushess colege or equ v. exp. ~h degree of
corr~er proficiency n v.1a·d i:rocesshg, desktop
pub!istr,g,_ datoboses. Ex c~lent writhg md
orgcnzotioncl skils, attenton to detol. Good math
and nterpersond shls. V..ttk ndependently crd
c~ooperativety with agency staff. Adoptable to
chongi'lg demands of position, manage fost~ed
erwl"orment rnd prioritize ossigrvnents. Exp. v..ith
volnt eers. Fi.J--tme with occcisional ev8f"f"l9 and
weekend hot.rs. Stort.ng crn..d sobry $17,763.
Excelent benefits. Resume and cover letter by 4
p.m. Jen. 29 to: Cornm..rity Relations Dr., Lmd of
Ltikes Gi"l Scout COI...O'.:i, 117 S. 4th SL,
\\k:lite Perk tvt-J 56387. \J.,bmen of color
eno:;:i(..raged to q:>ply. EOE.

For example, most people do not know
about jars brimming with amphetamines
being offered in the locker rooms of NFL
teams during the '70s or
the intense day-to-day
pain many prQfessional
football players
withstand.
This SOttof
infonnation, along with
sOme of the intriguing ,
personal stories gave this
book hope.
A young person
hungry to learn about the
NFL or football in
his general,
would be
inspired by a gift of.this
book.
However, mature
readers who are not interested Green's ego
or cheerleading, should leave this book in
-the shade.
·
Tun Green played eight y~ars for the
Atlanta Falcons and has written three other
books Ruffians, Titans and Outlaws.

He tosses off
vocabulary like a
man who just got
a new thesaunis
program on
computer.
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Broncos, Packers face off in Superbowl XXXII
by Tabitha Whissemore
STAFF WRITER

Break out the chips and dip and let the

dri~s flow - the Superbowl is here once
agam.

People all over the nation will be getting
together to watch the four-hour event on
Sunday and root for their favorite team.
SCSU is not excluded from aJI this hype,

either.
There will be plenty of parties going
on.
~If there's one thing that brings people
together, it's sports," said freshman Angie
Abel.
Of course, it helps if the right teams are
playing.

Abel, a native of Wisconsin and an avid
Packers fan, intends to watch the Superbowl
with her friends and cheer Green Bay to
another victory.

"I have no doubt the Packers will win,"
Abel said. "They've aJready proved last year
wasn't a fluke.~

This seems to summarize the thoughts of
many SCSU students - with a few
exceptions.
Junior Amy Stockinger has been
following the Denver Broncos for more than
::::..:- ~~ .. £
~
w: four years and is thrilled about their success ·
m~<ratioo by Joo''°""
S.
~
this year.
L------------------------------------~
She said their chances of winning will rely Stockinger will be wearing her lucky Broncos
The Packers will affect the size of Shannon Sharpe, the game will certainly be
on several factors.
sweatshirt while she listens to the game on their crowd, too, said employee Kyle big - and intense.
"It depends on their ·defense, how John her car radio.
McBride.
"'The elements of excitement and tension
Elway throws the ball and how healthy they
While Abel gets together with friends and
"It'll be big this year with a11 the Packers will make this Superbowl one of the best,"
are," Stockinger said_
Stockinger catches the game on the road. fans," said Todd Voneschen, employee of the Abel said.
Stockinger said she believes the many will be watching the Superbowt-arthe Ultimate Sports Bar and Grill.
Whether Abel is right or not, the nation
conditions will be right for a Broncos win on local bars_
Both men believe interest in the will be watching Sunday night to see who
Sunday_
The Ultimate Sports Bar and Grill expects Superbowl is validated.
emerges victorious.
"It'll be a close game, but the Broncos will a. sizable crowd for their complimentary
"It's the biggest show of the year regarding
Superbowl XXXII will air Sunday starting
come out on top," Stockinger predicted. 'This munchies.
sports." McBride said.
at 5 p.m. on NBC.
is their year."
MC's Dugout will also offer free
With Packers Brett Favre and Robert
No chances will be taken, though. appetiz.ers and hoer specials.
Brooks facing Broncos John Elway and

1:
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LOOKING FOR ABETTER CAREER?
Discover Your Options At

Career Assessment & Exploration Night
'St. Cloud Technical College is

Totally

Tuesday, February 3, 1998, at 6:30 p.m.
concerned

Participate in a free career assessment workshop at Rasmussen College.
Invest two hours in your future!
• Complete a nationally recognized career selection evaluation

with providing hands-on experience necessary to obtain a real
job!' ' lnstructo<S

a,e

Committed

the best education possible for you!"

·To

• Receive a written analysis of your interest, strengths. and abilities
• Take with you a list of career areas which match your profile

to providing

• Explore career placement trends and opportunities

ootainagood

• Evaluate your educational needs and options

salary, a license or cenification is invaluable." "The newest

and best available

Technology

beingta•w,r

St. Cloud

Space is limited. Call today to reserve your spot!
www.rasmussen.edu

campus

at St. Cloud Technical College is re"quired for success. in

=25;;;..;..1·-=56=.aOO'--_

· the workplace." -.A Studetit'.s V,ew

·[ ) ~
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SPRIN6 BREAK SUPER SALE!!!

tElt QN 'ff.IE 8EIJ~f#
A FAMOUS rnT THESDAV DAIDUIRI

SJ: O.OUOTl!CJINICAL

COLLEGE
<;;o/J,n Oppoltuniti,,
l

J

(

I

-

l

J

JI

(320) 654-5089, 1-800-222-1009 or (V/!TY) 654-5988
1540 Northway Drive• St. Cloud, MN 56303-1240
ADA Aoc...,;ble Facility Alllrm.tve Adlon/~ull Opport,nUy Educ.tor sid Empk,\ler

CANCUN
fdc

,to

t(( Wifi'
f/tlf •.t

MAZATLAN
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Housing
EFRCIENCIES
1-4 bdnn. eff. apts. Call 259-4841.
Plug-ins $20/$35garages.
.

1 AND 2-BDRM. APTS.
ciose to SCSU. Heat pd., on bus
line. Riverside Properties. 251- ·
8284, or 251-9418.

Policies:
•Deadline: Monday at noon for Thursday's edition_and noon Friday for Monday's

· PRIVATE ROOM
edition.
1 & 2-BDRM. APTS.
for female in 4-bdnn. apt., heat pd.,
. •Prl~: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines: $2.
available for mature students in ' DW, campus dose, quiet and clean.
•Classifieds will not be accepted via phone wtless an account has.been
~~~k~g~_ 12-month -.ase only. 251-6005.
--. --=sr;,,A=r=Ev~1EW=--.....: established with the Universily Chronicle.
2-BDRM.
_ :A-bdrm. units on campus. 2
in 4-plex b}' ·Halelibeck Hall. stiowers, DW, micros., security.
Summerflall. Call 251-8_941. ,, ·""
Heat paid. 253-1154.

WANTED: MALE ROOMMATES
Jo share huge ·.doubl9 rQ()m foi fall
quarter, non-smoker. Call Greg 2673291 or 255-1274. ·
·

ROOMS FOR WOMEN
ct~~e to campus. Utilities pd.
Available immediately. ReaSOnable
rents. Short-term leases. Telephone
-252-6153, leave a message.
- -~ - - - - - - - • .
1 STOP SHOPPING
·
WE HAVE IT! 1,2,3 & 4-bdnn. apts.
with . yariou_
s I16or plans and
amenities. Choose your size and

Clas.sifted ads can be purchased in R,;;m 13 Stewart Hall. Fonns ~re ~ide th~
dO<?r· Notlc~s are fre_e and run according to the amount of space.
For more informat1~n, call .Brenda Herubin, classifieds maqager, available at 2553943 or 255-2164, dunng business hours a_n d ask for classifieds.

"THE CASTLE"
WEST CAMPUS 11 .
FOR RENT:
1,2,3-bdnn. apts. Quality lwing. Dan 2, 4-bdnn. apts. with 2 large baths newly remodeled 6-bdnn. house 1
251-1925.
• ,
· DW, A/C. Close to campus. Heat pd:
2-BDRM. $425/MO.
~~f.~:~i l ,\';::/~~:
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
Forestview apts. S.E. location on
NOW RENTING FOR THE '98-'99
Female preferred. Call Mark 612·
campus Clipper bus line. On-~te
949-2146.
HOUSING
school year. 251-1814 or
laun~ry. He~t,. water, garbage &
scsuhousing.com.
Campus 5th Ave. across from campus. Only
park1ng/plug-1n 1ncllJ!:leci. 654-8300.
Management.
$235/mo. Free par!<ing, live with 3 MALE TO SHARE 2·BDRM.UNIT
males for spring · quarter. Call on S.E. side. Oh bus Uno. Heat pd.
'
. WEST CAMPUS· . .
~~•~-~ util. 'pd. Nortllem Mgmt.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
.
A.S.A.P., for more info. 253-1457.
NEXT SCHOOL YEAR
:Si_ngle~., rooO'ls n~ar Halenbeck.
VIEW ALL OF OUR LOCATIONS .. ho_uses, apt. houses, and apt.
WANTED
CHARLAMAINE
Al'TS.
Heat pd. Northern Mgmt. on the web, scsuhousing.com. building. 44 campus locations. Dan
2 roommates for '98-'99. Smokers 1998 best choice. ·Across from
Campus Management.
251-1925.
Actoss from campus. For $CSU. Attractive, cl~an, quiet,
FORESTVIEW .
-,-=-=------ preferred.
~~ info. call 240-9168, Steph_or smoke-free, well-cared for building
large 1 & 2·bdnn. apts. Free
MICHIGAN PLACE
COLLEGIATEVIEW APTS. .
with classic ~gn. New unit and
1
common area carpet Practical price
~~~~a1:.i~~1~i~n
~uss~n:deH:.f~
~:!:ai
an~
more perks Jike sundecks,
Heat and water pd. Northern Mgmt. Northe~ Mgmt. 654-8300.
,
Dan 251,; 1925.
.
APTS. ARE GOING FAST .
654-8300.
call today (251-1814) or see us on wh1npool, spa, DW and m~ro. Call
EFRCIENCIES
710 APTS.
the web scsuhousing.corn Campus 240-0234, to take a look.
2·BDRM. APTS.
with hardwood floors, and Murphy 2-lldnn. and 3-bdnn. apts. 3 blks. W. Management.
·
. 1 block from campus. Newly beds, $285/mo. 654-1544.
•. ~~-~HC. Electnc heat. Dan 251· --~===-'-·__
MICHIGAN PLACE ; ,
,.,..._ ialll' bdnn. 2~
rvY APTS.
c 1,2,3-bdnn. spacious, French
~SelecfP!<il)? - > ~ . ••
CAMPUS EAST
..,._
. ,
_ a p 1 $ . , . D W , ~ 2 baths.... Quiel S.E.
large·-4tcJnns_ witll 2 tun baths
,....._ _BENTONWOOD
·
~·."!'l>.~ ca~~uded..He;iLpd
_Q!J, _O
.Jl tius f,oe-:-F!ealpa.
OLYMPIC U
Extra storage. DW, garages, SE location. Ju1Cl 10 an<! 23. 2· 259'.96,3, Collner Prop.
·
~- .
:-c.
3-4 bdnns. NearHockeyCenter.4· securi1y. Heat pd. 253-1154.
bdnn. aplS. 10or 12,mo. leeses, on
•
PRAIRIE HOME
bdnn. spit units with two lull baths.
• ·bus line. Dan 251-1925.
CAMPUS SQUARE APTS.
2-bdnn. Large rooms, decks. Easy
DW, micros., secunty, garages and
, · WESTCHESTER PARK APT.
on 5th Ave. across from SCSU. 4- access to SCSU. Air conditioners.
por!s- Heat paid. 253·1154.
1-bdnn. $405. 1-bdnn. widen or 2•
2, 4AND 5-BDRM. APTS
bdnn. apts. TV, tote., in each bdnn. Heat pd: Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
bdnn. sm..$425. 2-bdnn. reg. $445. 2 full baths, micro., DW, securi1y, Securi1y, DW, micro., heat. 240. NO MORE ROOMMATES
2-bdnn. lg. or X-lg. $460. Pool, heat pd. 259-9283, Courrier Prop.
0679, 250-0679.
WINDSOR WEST
spacious 1 & 2-bdnn. apts in 8-plex' ceiling fan; DW, on bus line, quiet
4-bdnn. Units and b"levels. Two full
APTS. ROOMS AND
. HOUSES, APT. HOUSES.
Private off-street parking. Laundry, bldgs. can 251-3617.
baths. ow, micros., secunty. Heat
EFRCIENCIES
can Dan at 251-1925.
• heat pd. Northern Mgmt. 1;54-8300.
many styles and locations. One call paid. 253-1154.
HOUSES
rents rt all! 253-1154, Select Prop.
18
campus
locations.
,
AVAIL LG. SINGLE ROOMS
SUBLET SPECIALS
PRIVATE ROOMS?
large 4-bdmi units. one block from
3, 4-BDRM. APTS. 0
we have several vacancies for men 3,4,5,6,7,8,9,11,13-l!dnn. Houses. also 1 and 2-lldnn. apts. On bus
Great
locations.
Free
parking.
line.
Riverside
Propefties,
251·
new
Ubrary
site on 4th Ave: DW,
and women in 4-bdrm. apts. and
9 locations to choose from. Decks,
Quality lwing. Dan 251-1925.
8284, or 25_1-9418.
garages, 2 full baths, free parking. !"icros., securi1y, heat pd. 253-1154.
c1ose to scsu,
2, 4-BDRM. APTS.
~pa":t'!:, more. 253-1154'. Select .
1-BDRM. EFRCIENCY
BEACHWOOD APTS.
near ~CSU. $325/mo.' includes aH several locations. Call 259-9283
Personals
Counier
Prbp.
.
'
1·bdnn apts near Cobom's and utillties. Call 249-2222, leave
1· BDRM. APT.
10 or 12-mo leases. Dan 251·- message.
·
subleaser needed $370/month 9·
JESUS AND SATAN ARE
UNIVERSITY PROPERTY
5
mo. lease. 1 mile from camp!JS; on
PRETEND
MANAGEMENT
4-BDRM. APTS.
~us hne,- on-site la~ndry. Heat,,__ prayer destrQyS the courage to face
MALE TO SHARE
- $195/ 10 mo. lease, $175/ 12 ·mo. has 4-bdnn. apls. and 1 hovse for 5
c!l1e~~~;f'· parking nctuded. reality. Prayer is. no substitute for
women.
_
Avail.
all
within
i
·blk.
from
4-bdrm. apt Heat pd., private room, ~ease. Heat and basic cable
·
, courage. Prayer (1.e.groveling) is for
campus. 240-0679; 250-0679.
~;_scsu, DW, new carpet. 251· included. 259-9673, Courrier Prop.
dependent people. Religious
ijOOMS NEAR SCSU AND
BEST SUBLEASER ON 5TH AVE. fundamentalism is totalitarianism.
M/F TO SHARE"HOME
DOWNTOWN
·
imme<iate opernng, male, usually You cfo not have to be a clueless cult
(SARTELL)
UNIVERSITY SQUARE 11
$200 to $250/mo.; includes all $225/mo. Now $179/mo. thru May. clown the rest of your life even
4-bdnn. apts. _Avail. now. DW, A/C, own bdnn: and bath. Collltry Livi(lg utilities. Call 249-2222, leave Private room in 2-bath apt. Heat and though you Were terroristicalty
m,cros., on-Site laundry. Security $2(1() 1nciudes utilities. 529-0544.
_message.
, elec. included. Quiet well-managed indoctrinated from birth. You can
grow-up and be independent.
building. $189 • $210/mo., plus
~~~~~f 25
l~ase, low Freedom depends upon free
-.
FOR RENT .
. parking. CaU SM & M, 253-1100.
MALE
OR
FEMALE
upstairs room with bath,•2nd floor
thinkers. Those who threaten others
cooking area, reasonable. May do roommate wanted for house~near
with infintte torture are terrorists (e.g.
RAVINEAPTS
SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
housekeeping · and childcare to downtown. ln_cludes room, large Fall 1998, 253-7116.ciergy, Jesus, Hell, Christ). Question
IMMEDIATELY
yard,.
huge
~tchen,
big
living
room,
religion. Atheism is true:
4-bdrm. townhomes, individual reduce rent, 252-8645.
satellrte TV, laundry. $235/mo. CaU
leases, $2©'$235/mo. each. CaH
WE HAVE OVER 30 LOCATIONS
240-6988.
•
SUBLEASERS NEEDED
252-2633.
to ~ from with 30+ years of
2, 3 or 4 people needed to fill
God loves the people of
experience. 251-1.814. Campus
TOWNHOUSES SPLIT LEVEL
townhome unit immediately. Call
this world so very much that he gave
SPRl~G SUBLEASER
4-bdnn., many locations. 2-bdnn. 1 Management.
Bnan
656-9221.
me,
his
oruy
son, so that.all those for
close to campus. Garage avail.,
block from campu,;. 253-1154,
whom I am truth shall have eternal
cheap. CaU Knsty at 253-2979._
4-BDRM. APT.
·
life
and
shall
never .die.
\
HOUSE FOR WOMEN ., . Select Propert..s.
avail. Oct. 1 or eaniest. Located on
·
--Jesus of Nazareth
!
4-BDRM; APTS.
5 openings. 1 blk. from
Qfl .
N. 3rd St. Close . to Crossroads
•
AVAILABLE 311
various locatidns. 259-9673 or 259- 6th. Heat, micro., 1V, tele. 1 in each
Shopping
_
C
enter,
on
.Dus
line.
·
..
·
efficiency with private bath. On
.. 9283, Coorrier Prop.
bdnn. 240-0679, 250-0679.
$600/mo. Call 259-1500 Jon.
5th Ave. 253-1154.
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For Sale

· ACAPULCO SPRING BREAK
with Bianchi-Rossi Tours! Packages

70'5 GAL BASS GUITAR
natural finish, very- rare, $250/b.b.
654-6308,

from '$425.90. Party Extravaganza

31" SONY TRINITRON TV
like new. Pd. $1,200, sell for $700.
Call Barry at 253-7848.

Attention
RESUME SERVICE
siudent packages. 24D-2355.

PARKING SPACE
I'm looking to rent a parking space
near the intersection of 5th Ave. S.

and 1oth St. I would like something
off-street, preferably a garage. Call
Sarah at 654-0885.

FREE CASH GRANT!
college. Scholarships. BuSiness.
Medical bills. Never repay. Toll Free
1-800-218-9000 ext. G-3883.

'°ACT NOW!!
LAST CHANCE TO RESERVE
YOUR SPOT FOR

IIBfAKl
I
FOR 6 OR MORE CALL
TOURS FOR SOUTH PADRE,
CANCUN,
JAMAICA
AND
FLORID.A.
1-800-838-8203 /
WWW.LEISURETOURS.COM

SHOPPING AT INNER PEACE
BOOKS
is like a treasure hunt. Find tarot
cards, crystal, unique jewelry,·
fascinating books and more. 6 blks.
W. of Crossroads Shopping Center
in white house just past Burger
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includes: FREE cover, FREE drinks,
VIP service, & more. Call for inf6.
320-654·8998 or 1 BOD-875-4525.
www.bianchi-rossi.com.

TOM'S BARBERSHOP .
two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 251·
7270. 9 Wilsoo S.E. Special on
Wed.
for . ROTC,
Guard
Headquarters and all other
students, $5. All other weekdays,
$6,

GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free 1-

Employment

800·218-9000. Ext. H-3883 for
current listings.

OFFICE ASSISTANT/
RECEPTIONIST

~:~~iibi~

SPRING BREAK MAZATLAN
don't miss out on the HOTTEST
destination in Mexico. Airfare, 7
nights hotel, transfers, FREE drinks,
15 FREE-meals, parties. For FREF·~=.~~legetours.~~r-395-4896

~~~iim;a~~~. g~:\~~n
with class schedule. Ideal candidate
will . be a business or accounting
major. Could lead to post grad.
position in related field. Call Tina or
Becky at 612-55D-9152.

TYPING
fast, accurate, and professional.
24D-2355.

reading books, Part time. At home.
Toll free, 1-800-218-9000 ext. ·R3883 for l~tin9s.

WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
for help and hope, call St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hr.
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.

HOW DOES $800/WK. EXTRA
INCOME
sound to you?? Amazing, profitable
opportunity. Send self-addressed
stamped envelope to: International
1375 Coney Island Brooklyn, N.Y.
11230

SPRING BREAK WITH
MAZATLAN EXPRESS
from $399. Air, 7 nights in hotel, free
social-hour parties/$69 party
packclge, discounts. 1-800-3664786. ·http://www.mazexp.com
SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, · Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WDs. Your Area. Toll Free
1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for
current listings.

$1,000 POSSIBLE

$1,000 WEEKLY!!
stuff envelopes at home for $2 each
plus bonuses. FIT, P/f. Make $800+
weekly, guaranteed! Free supplies.
For details, send one stamp to: N •
126, 12021' Wilshire Blvd., Suite
552, Los Angeles, CA 90025.
PART-TIME CARETAKER
light
maintenance.
CamPus
Management, 251-1814 ask for Jeff

FREE T-SHIRT +$1000
credit ~ -card fund-raisers for
fratemmes, sororities & groups. Anr
campus organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping $5/
VISA applic•tion. Call 1-800-9320528 X 65. Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT.

WANTED:
fun-loving, responsible. individuals
interested in spending 6 wks. in the
north woods working with children.
Counselor and activities instructors
positions avail. For more info.,
contact TAMAHAY CAMP FOR
GIRLS, Akeley, MN 218-652-3033. .

ZAMBONI DRIVER
SPRING BREAK '98
the National Hockey Center is free food and drinks! Cancun,
looking for experienced student Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida
Zamboni drivers. Please call Joe at · from $399 and up. Organize a small ·
the NHC to find out mote info. 255- group & travel FREE! Highest
3327.
commissions & lowest prices! Call
Surf & Sun Tours to become a
SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS
campus rep, 1-800-574,7577.
now hiring part-time bus drivers.
Hrs. 6:45 • 8:30 a.m. and 2·- 4:15
EARN $750-$1,500/WEEK
p.m. No experience Aecessary. Paid raise all the money your student
training. $8.50 - $10.50/ hr. Gaff group needs by sponsoring a VISA
Spanier Bus Service 251-3313 for fund-raiser on your campus. No
more info.
investment & very litde time needed.
There's no obligation, so why nbt :
500 SUMMER JOBS/ 50 CAMPS/ call for information today. Call 1800-323-8454 x95,
YOU CHOOSE!!
NY, PA, New England. Instructors
$1000 POSSIBLE TYPING
needed: Tennis, roller•h~key,
basketball,
lifeguards,
wsi, part-time. At home. Toll Free 1·800baseball, gymnastics, sailing, etc. 218-9000 Ext. T-3883 for listings.
Arlene Stre~and, 1-800-443-6428;
516-433-8033.

CALL FOR YOUR

NANNIES!
live-in posmons with Prescreened
Nationwide Professional Families.
Top salaries. Benefits. 1yr. commitment! Nannies Elite. Call
Sandy. 1-800-726-3965.
HOW VALUABLE IS YOUR
TIME?
earn $500 to $1000 from home this
mo. worlong 1 hrlday. Call 2590248.

'lime. 32D-253-1817.

CLASSIFIEDS
TODAY!!!
*PERSONALS
*HOUSING
*DIPI.OY'\IE'.'iT
*V>TICES
*LOST/ FOUMJ
*ATTE'.'iTIO'.'i
CAI.I. 255-4086.

inimum Balance.
Monthly Service
ChfilRe. ATM fees.

Isn't it Tmte

YougotFree
Checking?

Unlimited ATM access, free VISA check card, unlimited banking
by phone, and no minimum balance. Call us today for details.
Membership in SCCU is open to students, facu//y and staff of St. Cloud State University. Visit our
websireat www.sccu-mn.of'g.

654-5474

located in Room A152 Qf Atwood Memorial Center.

~sccu
~tdR?dem/0-ed,cUnion
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COngratulations!
SCSU's yearbook invites you to be part' of
history.
Free senior portraits for the SCSU yearbook!
So, look your best, dress to impress and be
a part of hisory.

Tuesday Jan. 27,
2 p.m. to 6 p.m.'
Wednesday Jan. 28,
9 a.m. _to- 2. p.ln.
Pictures will be taken in Atwood.

f

$2 OFF ~

I

!
I

lI
your very own yearbook
lI
I or have your name printed on the cover. Good for the first 100 peoplel
l
who place a prepaid order. The book costs $35.
l
L-------------------------------------~

Order Information
Student's Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ - - - School Phone Number_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address
City/State/Zip._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_
The "4.0" Package, l-8xl0, 2-5x7, 4-4x5 and 8 wallets- $49.95 _ ·
_
The "3.0" Package, 1-8x10, 1-5x7, 2-4x5 and 4 wallets- $39.95 _
_
l-8xl0, Added to any above package-$9, Ala Carte $15
_
2-5x7, Added to any above package-$9, Ala Carte $15
_
4-4x5, Added to any above package-$9, Ala Carte $15
~- .- 8-Wallets, Added to any above package-$9, Ala Carte $15
_
24-Wallets, Added to any above package-$25, Ala Carte $35
_
32-Wallets, Added to any above package-$32, Ala Carte $45
Total
Postage Add $2.00
Grand Total
Form of payment: _ _ Cash _ _ _ Check _ _ _ Credit C a r d ( * · - - - - - - ~ - Expiration d a t e _ )
(Master Card Visa Discover NO American Ex ress)

